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Brookline, petition of Michael S. Dukakis for legislation to
for compulsory basic protection insurance for registered motor vehicle
and amending and repealing laws related thereto. Insurance.
By Mr. Dukakis of

Iprovide

Ci)e CommonUiealti) of cpassacljusetts
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act
FOR

insurance
ALL REGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLES AND AMENDING AND REproviding

for

compulsory

basic

protection

PEALING LAWS RELATED THERETO.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
Section 1. Sections one hundred and thirteen Ato one
1
hundred
and thirteen L inclusive, of chapter one hundred and
2

3 seventy-five of the General Laws are hereby repealed.
1
Section 2. Said chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby
2 further amended by inserting the following new sections and
3 headings:
4

5
6
7
8
9
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16
17

MOTOR VEHICLE BASIC

AND ADDED PROTECTION INSURANCE.

Section 113
The following words and
1.1. Definitions.
phrases, as used in sections one hundred and thirteen dash one
point one to one hundred and thirteen dash fifteen point one,
inclusive, shall have the following meanings:
(a) Motor vehicle.
A motor vehicle is any vehicle, including
any trailer, operated or designed for operation upon a public
highway by any power other than muscular power.
( h) Basic protection insurance and benefits; added protection
insurance and benefits.
Basic protection insurance is required
insurance of terms and conditions consistent with the provisions
of sections one hundred and thirteen dash two point one to one
hundred and thirteen dash two point eleven, inclusive, of this
chapter and sections thirty-four dash two point one to thirty-
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18 four dash two point four, inclusive, of chapter ninety, covering
19 net loss as defined in paragraphs (i) and (j) of this section;
20 basic protection benefits are payments under this insurance.
21 Added protection insurance is insurance, optional to the in-22 sured, providing benefits beyond basic protection insurance on
23 terms and conditions consistent with the provisions of section
24 one hundred and thirteen dash two point five; added protection
25 benefits are payments under any insurance of this type.
(c) Insured; named insured; additional insured.
A named
26
27 insured is one identified in a policy by name as an insured under
28 that policy. An additional insured is any insured other than
29 named insured. One may be an insured with respect to an in-30 jury covered by basic protection insurance even though he is
31 an insured only under a policy other than one providing bene-32 fits for that injury; each owner, driver, or other person (whether
33 a natural person or any other legal entity) out of whose owner-34 ship, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle arises an injury to
35 another person is an insured with respect to the injury if
36 (i) there was in effect any basic protection policy applicable to
37 that ownership, maintenance, or use and (ii) that policy or any
38 other basic protection policy was applicable to the injury. Pro-39 vided, however, that one cannot qualify as an insured with
40 respect to an injury he causes intentionally, even though the
41 insurer may be required to pay benefits to another because of
42 the injury, and provided further that, except as otherwise stated
43 hereafter in this section, one whose taking and use of the vehicle
44 of another is a conversion of that vehicle cannot qualify as an
45 insured with respect to any injury arising out of such use of the
46 converted vehicle, even though the insurer may be required to
47 pay benefits to another because of the injury. One whose tak-48 ing and use of the vehicle of another, though a conversion, is
49 done with a good faith belief that he is legally entitled so to
50 take and use it can qualify as an insured with respect to an in-51 juryarising out of such good faith use. And one wdio is a named
52 insured or is a relative residing in the same household as a
53 named insured of any policy on the vehicle can qualify as an
54 insured under that policy even though he is a converter of the
55 vehicle.

(d) Injury.
Injury is bodily harm, sickness, or disease (in56
-57 eluding death at any time resulting therefrom) arising out of
58 the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle as a
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vehicle. “Maintenance or use of a motor vehicle as a vehicle”
includes loading and unloading it. But this phrase includes
conduct within the course of a business of repairing, servicing,
or otherwise maintaining vehicles only if occurring in the maintenance or use of a vehicle outside the business premises
(e) Injured person. —An injured person is a natural person
sustaining injury.

(j) Injury caused or suffered intentionally. —An injury is
caused intentionally by a person if an act or omission by him
causing the injury is intended by him to cause to any person a
harmful or offensive, contact or an apprehension of an immediate and harmful or offensive contact. One does not intend
his act or omission to cause a harmful or offensive contact unless he acts, or in violation of a duty to act refrains from acting,
with not only the purpose of causing a contact, or the knowledge that it is substantially certain that a contact will be caused,
but also the purpose that the contact be harmful or offensive
or the knowledge that it is substantially certain to be so; it is
not enough that the act or omission itself is intentional, or
even that it is done intentionally with the realization that it
creates a grave risk of causing a harmful or offensive contact
An injury is suffered intentionally by a person if he intends hi
act to cause a harmful contact to himself or to cause a harmful
or offensive contact to anv other person, or if with such intent
he refrains from taking preventive action. Even though a p
son knows that a harmful or offensive contact is substantially
certain to be caused by his act or omission, he does not cause
or suffer injury intentionally if he acts or refrains from
for the purpose of averting bodily harm (including sick
disease, or death) to any person or persons (including himself)
(g) Accidental injury. —An injury is accidental, as to th
injured person, unless suffered i
the death ofr one person is caused intentionally
son, it is nevertheless accidental as to a third pc
claiming loss through the death unless the injury causing death
is suffered intentionally bv the decedent or is caused i
ally by the claimant. Even if the injury of one person not producing death is caused intentionally by a second person, it is
nevertheless accidental as to a third person who is claiming loss
through the injury unless the injury is suffered intentionally by
the injured person or is caused intentionally by the claimant.
r
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Each of the one or more motor ve(h) Vehicle involved.
hides out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of which an
accident producing accidental injury arises is a vehicle involved in the accident. A vehicle may be found to be a vehicle
involved in an accident even though not in collision with any
person or any other vehicle or object. But when an injury is
caused by collision, in no event may an unoccupied parked vehide be found to be a vehicle involved in the accident unless it
was parked in such a way as to cause unreasonable risk of injury.
Loss is accrued economic detriment from acci- *
(i) Loss.
dental injury, consisting of (i) allowable expenses and (ii) work
loss and (hi), if injury causes death, survivors’ loss.
(1) Allowable expenses. ■—Allowable expenses consist of reasonable charges incurred for reasonably necessary products,
services, and accommodations. In no event will allowable expenses within basic protection coverage include a charge for a
hospital room in excess of a reasonable and customary charge
for semiprivate accommodations or a total charge in excess of
five hundred dollars for expenses of all types in any way related to funeral and burial.
Work loss consists of (i) loss of income from
(2) Work loss.
work the injured person would have performed had he not been
injured and (ii) expenses reasonably incurred in obtaining
ordinary and necessary services in lieu of those that, had he
not been injured, the injured person would have performed not
for income but for the benefit of himself or of any other who
qualifies as a person suffering loss from the injury under the
terms of paragraph (k) of this section.
(3) Pain, suffering, and inconvenience.
Pain, suffering and
inconvenience are not loss; but economic detriment, such as
loss of wages arising from the interference of pain and suffering
with work, is loss.
Loss resulting from an injury
(4) Time when loss accrues.
accrues not when the injury occurs but rather as work loss or
allowable expenses or survivors’ loss is incurred.
(5) Survivors’ loss.
Survivors’ loss consists of (i) loss, after
the date on which the deceased died, of contributions of tangible things of economic value (not including services) that survivors qualifying as persons suffering loss unesd the terms of
paragraph (k) of this section would have received from the deceased had he not suffered the injury causing death and (ii) ex-
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penses reasonably incurred by such survivors after the date on
which the deceased died in obtaining ordinary and necessary
services in lieu of those that the deceased would have performed for their benefit had he not suffered the injury causing
145 death.
Net loss is loss less subtractable benefits reO') Net loss.
146
-147 ceived from sources other than basic and added protection in-

141
142
143
-144

-148 surance.

Except as otherwise provided in
149 (1) Subtractable benefits.
paragraph
(j),
150 this
all benefits and advantages one receives or
151 is entitled to receive, because of the injury, from sources other
152 than basic and added protection insurance are subtracted from
153 loss in calculating net loss.
154 (2) Nonsubtractable benefits. —ln calculation of net loss, no
155 subtraction is made for amounts one receives or is entitled to
156 receive (i) in discharge of familial obligations of support or
157 (ii) by way of succession at death or (iii) as proceeds of life
158 insurance or (iv) as gratuities. In no event shall any payment
159 made by an employer to his employee be regarded as a gratuity.
160 (3) Tort claims.
(i) Against a basic protection insured (including claims by
161
162 way oj contribution or indemnity).
In calculating net loss for
no
163 basic protection benefits,
subtraction is made because of the
164 value of or the recovery upon a claim in tort against one who
165 is an insured with respect to the injury on which the claim is
166 based, under any applicable basic protection insurance, or
167 against any person or persons who, apart from sections thirty-168 four dash one point one to thirty-four dash five point one, in-169 elusive, of chapter ninety and sections one hundred and thir-170 teen dash one point one to one hundred and thirteen dash fifteen
171 point one, inclusive, of this chapter, would after discharging
172 their liability be entitled to contribution or indemnity from
173 such an insured. This provision applies also in calculating net
174 loss for added protection benefits, but only as to benefits pay-175 able under a policy or policies of which the tortfeasor is an in-176 sured, whether named or additional; in calculating net loss for
177 added protection benefits payable under other policies, a sub-178 traction is made for net recovery on a tort claim against a basic
179 protection insured to the same extent as provided in subpara-180 graph (3) (ii) in relation to a claim against one not a basic
181 protection insured.
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182

183

(ii) Against one not a basic protection insured. No subtraction is made because of the value of a claim in tort against one
who is not an insured with respect to the injury on which the
claim is based, under any applicable basic protection insurance, except that after recovery is realized upon such a tort
claim, a subtraction is made to the extent of the net recovery,
exclusive of reasonable attorneys’ fees and other reasonable
expenses incurred in effecting the recovery. If basic or added
protection benefits or both have already been received, the
claimant shall repay to the insurer or insurers out of the recovery a sum equal to the benefits received but not more than
the realized net recovery, and the insurer or insurers shall have
a lien on the recovery to this extent. Any remainder of the
net recovery from the tort claim applies periodically against
loss as it accrues, until an amount equal to the net recovery in
tort has been subtracted. If an injured person dies, any net
recovery in tort on a claim by the injured person or his estate
for loss suffered by him before his death (or in satisfaction of a
valid judgment or settlement obtained before his death) is subtracted in calculating net loss accruing to the injured person
before his death and any net recovery in tort on a claim by a
survivor for loss suffered by the survivor after the death is subccruing to the survivor after
tracted in calculating net lo;
recovery
no
the death. But
1 iy the injured person or his estate
—
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This paragraph applies
(5) Exhausted collateral coverage.
to cases in which subtracting benefits from another source produces a subsequent loss, as when the limit of one’s sick pay is
exhausted and he cannot recover sick pay for a later illness as
he would have been entitled t 3 do but for the receipt of the
subtractable benefits. In that event such subsequent loss, up
to an amount not exceeding mch subtractable benefits and
incurred within one year after the receipt of the last of such
subtractable benefits, is to be treated as a loss arising from
the injury.
(k) Person suffering loss
A person suffering loss is one
suffers
accidentally
who
loss through injury to his person or to
the person of another whose relationship to him is such that,
apart from sections thirty-four dash one point one to thirtyfour dash five point one, inclusive, of chapter ninety and sections one hundred and thirteen dash one point one to one hundred and thirteen dash fifteen point one, inclusive, of this chapter, it would support a tort action for his benefit based on the
injury. A legal entity other than a natural person may be a
person suffering loss. One who is otherwise within the scope
of this definition of a person suffering loss is not excluded from
it by reason of his being an owner, driver, or other person
legally responsible for the operation of a vehicle involved in
the accident out of which the loss arises. Except as provided
hereafter in this section, one whose taking and use of the vehicle
of another is a conversion of that vehicle cannot qualify as a
person suffering loss from any injury arising out of such use of
the converted vehicle. One whose taking and use of the vehicle
of another, though a conversion, is done with a good faith belief that he is legally entitled so to take and use it can qualify
as a person suffering loss from an injury arising out of such
good faith use. And one who is a named insured or is a relative residing in the same household as a named insured of any
policy of basic or added protection insurance on the vehicle
can qualify as a person suffering loss under that policy even
though he is a converter of the vehicle.
Section 113-2.1. Liability without fault.
Basic and added
protection insurance benefits for persons suffering loss from
accidental injury are due under the conditions stated in this
chapter without regard to fault.
-
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262
Section 113-2.2. Benefits provided by basic protection inUnder basic protection insurance the insurer is li263 surance.
264 able to pay benefits reimbursing persons suffering loss for net
loss suffered through accidental injury arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle, subject to decluctibles, exclusions, limits, and other conditions permitted by
this chapter.
Section 113-2.3. Standard provisions.
The standard provisions for basic protection insurance apply to all claims unles;
optional provisions are applicable. The standard provisions
272 are provisions defining coverage subject to the standard de- I
273 ductible, the standard exclusions, and the standard limits.
The greater of the following
(a) Standard deductible.
275 amounts otherwise qualifying for reimbursement under this in276 surance is to be excluded in calculating benefits to each claim277 ant arising from one accident: (i) the first one hundred dollars
278 of net loss or (ii) ten per cent of all work loss; provided, how279 ever, that if two or more persons who are relatives residing in
280 the same household are injured in one accident, the deductible
281 shall be one hundred dollars for all such persons combined or
282 ten per cent of all work loss, whichever is greater.
(5) Standard extraterritorial exclusion.
283
Loss is excluded if
284 it arises from injury suffered in an out-of-state accident by
285 one who is not a named insured, not a relative residing in the
286 same household as a named insured, and not an occupant of a
287 vehicle covered by basic protection insurance.
288
(c) Standard property exclusion.
All damage to property is
289 excluded from basic protection insurance.
290
(d) Standard periodic limit.
Basic protection benefits for
291 work loss sustained in any period of one month shall not exceed
292 seven hundred and fifty dollars.
(e) Standard total limits.
293
The standard limits of liability of
294 the basic protection insurer for all benefits (exclusive of interest,
295 costs and attorneys’ fees other than those chargeable against
296 benefits) are ten thousand dollars because of injury (including
297 death resulting therefrom) to one person in one accident and,
298 subject to the limit for one person, one hundred thousand dol299 lars because of injury to more than one person in one accident.
300
Section 113-2.4- Coverage less than standard prohibited exEvery
301 cept jor optional deductibles and optional exclusions.
8
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302 insurer writing basic protection insurance within the common-303 wealth shall offer optional exclusions as described in this sec-304 tion, at appropriately reduced premium rates, and may offer
305 singly or in combination, and at appropriately reduced pre-306 mium rates, any of the types of optional deductible provisions
307 described in this section, in lieu of the standard deductible.
308 With this exception, insurance providing benefits less in any
309 respect than under standard provisions does not qualify as
310 basic protection insurance.
311 (a) Increased dollar deductible. —An insurer may offer a pro-312 vision that substitutes for the one hundred dollar figure of the
313 standard deductible any other figure not exceeding three hun-314 dred dollars. This modified deductible shall apply only to a
315 claim for basic protection benefits under the policy because of
316 injury to the named insured or to a relative residing in the same
317 household as the named insured.
318 (5) Increased percentage deductible. —An insurer may offer a
319 provision that substitutes for the percentage feature of the
320 standard deductible any larger deductible not exceeding thirty
321 per cent of all loss otherwise qualifying. This percentage de-322 ductible shall apply only to a claim for basic protection benefits
323 under the policy because of injury to the named insured or to
324 a relative residing in the same household as the named insured.
325 Such a deductible, for a percentage not exceeding thirty per
326 cent, may be made applicable to all types of loss, or it may be
327 made applicable to any specified type of loss only, or different
328 percentages, none exceeding thirty per cent, may be made ap-329 plicable to different specified types of loss.
330 (c) Optional exclusion of persons committing specified offenses.
331
Each insurer shall offer an optional exclusion denying bene-332 fits to each injured person, whether the policyholder or some
333 other person, whose conduct in any of the following ways con-334 tributed to the injury because of which he claims benefits:
35 operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxi1336 eating liquor or narcotic drugs using a motor vehicle without
337 authority knowing that such u !e is unauthorized; operating a
338 motor vehicle after suspensior or revocation of his license or
operating a motor vehicle
339 right to operate without a lie
340 upon a bet or wager or in a rac
fusal to stop when signaled
341 by a police officer. A person io is disqualified from
\\
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342 benefits because of this exclusion in a policy otherwise apply343 ing to his injury is also disqualified from receiving benefits
344 under the assigned claims plan established pursuant to section
one hundred and thirteen dash eight point one of this chapter.
346 Section 113-2.5. Added protection provisions.
(a) Insurers shall offer a type of pain and inconvenience cov347
Every insurer writing basic protection insurance
erage.
within the commonwealth shall offer a form of added protection coverage under which the insurer agrees to pay to an
351 injured person who is the named insured or a relative residing
352 in the same household as the named insured, during any period
353 of complete inability to work in his occupation of at least one
week in duration, benefits for pain and inconvenience in a
355 specified amount per week or month, at a rate chosen by the
356 insured (from an offering including rates of benefits of one hun357 dred, twT o hundred, three hundred, four hundred, and five
358 hundred dollars per month), and, during any period of partial
359 inability to work in his occupation, a percentage of such rate
300 proportioned to the degree of partial inability. This form of
361 coverage is subject to an over-all limit of liability for all pain
362 and inconvenience sustained by one injured person from in363 juries occurring in one accident, during periods of complete
364 and periods of partial inability to work combined, in an amount
365 twenty-five times that stated as the monthly benefit for corn366 plete inability of one to work in his occupation. “Complete
•6
•ork in his occupation,” as used in relation to this
368 coverage, means inability to perform, on even a part-time basis,
369
part of the duties of his occupation (or if unemployed at
370 the time of injury, of the occupation or occupations for which
371 he was qualified). One who is able to perform part of the duties
372 of his occupation on a part-time basis is not completely unable
373 to work in his occupation. For purposes of this pain and in
374 convenience coverage, a person sixteen years of age or over ha;
375 an occupation if he is a full-time student or is in full-time do376 mestic service, whether as a member of a household or as an*
377 employee. Partial inability of one to work in his occupation
378 is any degree of inability other than complete.
( b ) Insurers may offer other types of added protection provi379
A basic protection insurer may offer, as optional pro380 sions.
381 visions, in as many different forms as it chooses and on any
382 terms it chooses, subject to approval of the commissioner of in
10
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surance in accordance with sections one hundred and thirteen
dash two point eleven and one hundred and thirteen dash ten
point two, agreements for payment of any of the following
types of added protection benefits:
(1) Provisions for pain and inconvenience benefits. An insurer may offer a provision under which it agrees to pay to the
named insured only, or to the named insured and one or more
other persons, benefits in compensation for pain, or inconvenience, or both, under other terms and conditions than those
specified in paragraph (a) of this section.
(2) Reduced deductibles and exclusions; increased limits.
An insurer may offer a provision covering all or part of any
amount of loss that would be excluded by the standard deductible, the standard extraterritorial exclusion, the standard
limits, or the special limits on hospital charges and funeral and
burial expenses.
(3) Catastrophe protection benefits. —An insurer may offer
catastrophe protection coverage under which the insurer agrees
to pay to the named insured only, or the named iasured and one
or more other persons, benefits in reimbursement of net losses
that are not within applicable basic protection coverage because in excess of the limits of that coverage. Catastrophe
protection coverage may be offered with no deductible or with
any stated deductible not in excess of thirty per cent of all
loss. If coverage is to qualify as catastrophe protection coverage its limits of liability must be not lower than one hundred
thousand dollars because of injury (including death resulting
therefrom) to one person in one accident and, subject to the
limit for one person, three hundred thousand dollars because
of injury to more than one person in one accident.
Section 113-2.6. Multiple policies applicable to one acci—

-414 dent.
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(a) Ordinarily only one basic protection policy applies to an
injury.
Except as otherwise provided in this section and in
one
hundred and thirteen dash eight point four, only
section
one basic protection insurer is subject to liability for basic protection benefits based on injury to one person in one accident.
( b ) Limit
of basic protection insurance per person. Regardless of the number of vehicles involved in an accident, or the
number of policies effective as to a single vehicle, the maximum
amount of basic protection insurance available because of in—•
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jury (including death resulting therefrom) to one person in one
per-person limit of cov
of
section
one hundred and thirspecified
paragraph
(e)
in
erage
teen dash two point tlyee.
(c) Insurers may offer added protection insurance either non
cumulative or cumulative.
Insurers may offer added protectior
insurance under terms that allow recovery of benefits for ar
injury under only one policy, and they may also offer such in
surance under terms allowing pro rata or successive recoveries
under two or more policies applicable to an injury, up to then
combined pecuniary limits
(d) Basic protection claims of vehicle occupants.
Except a.
otherwise provided in paragraph (/) of this section and in sec
tion one hundred and thirteen dash eight point four, the only
basic protection insurance applicable to injury to any occupant
including the driver, of a vehicle involved in an accident is the
insurance on that vehicle.
(e) Basic protection claims of persons not occupying any in
A claim for basis protection benefits basec
voiced vehicle.
person
to
a
who was not an occupant of any vehicle
injury
upon
involved in the accident may be made against any one or more
of the insurers of involved vehicles as to which such insurance
was in effect at that time. All such insurers are primary in

accident is the amount of the standard

surers.

Insured injured by uninsured or inadequately insured ve
If one is a person suffering loss, as defined in para
hides.
graph (k) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one poin
one, under circumstances such that, apart from the provision
of this paragraph and section one hundred and thirteen dast
eight point one to one hundred and thirteen dash eight poin
eight, inclusive, (i) no basic protection insurance is applicable
to the injury causing the loss, or (ii) no basic protection insurance applicable to the injury can be identified, or (iii) the only
identifiable basic protection insurance applicable to the injury
is, because of multiple claims against it or because of financia'
inability of one or more insurers to fulfill their obligations, in
adequate to provide benefits up to the maximum prescribed ir
paragraph ( b ) of this section, he may to the extent of such in
462 adequacy claim against the insurer of any policy of basic pro463 tection insurance not otherwise applicable to the injury if hf
464 is a named insured or a relative residing in the same householc
(/)
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as a named insured of such policy. Any insurer against which
such a claim is made because of financial irresponsibility of
one or more other insurers is an excess insurer and is entitled to
reimbursement from the defaulting insurers to the extent of
their financial responsibility.
(gr) Distribution of loss among basic protection insurers.
When two or more insurers are liable as primary basic protection insurers, or primary coverage has been exhausted and two
or more insurers are liable as excess insurers, any insurer paying benefits due is entitled to partial recoupment from the other
insurer or insurers similarly liable, together with a reasonable
amount as partial recoupment of the expense of processing the
claim, so as to accomplish equal distribution of the loss among
all such insurers, up to their respective limits of coverage. A
proportion of interest and attorneys’ fees paid is also recoverable from the other insurer or insurers, except insofar as such
payments are due to negligent or bad faith handling of the
claim. Payments of one insurer to another on account of expense of processing are not chargeable against the applicable
limits of coverage. An insurer’s obligation as to processing a
claim (including its obligation of contribution on account of the
expense of processing) terminates when it has made net payments and contributions, attributable to benefits (and exclusive
of interest, costs, attorneys’ fees other than those chargeable
against benefits, and other expenses of processing) equal to a
limit of its coverage applicable to the claim.
(fi) Withdrawal by basic protection insurer when coverage exhausted.
A basic protection insurer whose limit of coverage is
exhausted is entitled to withdraw from all proceedings upon a
claim for basic protection benefits, but without prejudice to the
claimant’s right to proceed against any other insurer with remaining coverage applicable to the claim.
Section 113-2.7. Multiple claims against a per-accident
limit of coverage.
(a) Basic or added protection insurer’s credits against peraccident limit; principle of allocation.
When a per-accident
limit of basic or added protection insurance applies to claims
for injuries to more than one person, the insurer paying benefits to one claimant is entitled, as against other claimants, to
credit toward exhaustion of its per-accident limit of liability
only to the extent that the payment does not exceed the maxi-
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mum portion of the insurance to which that claimant is entitled under an equitable allocation of the insurance among all
claimants of whose actual or potential claims the insurer knows

or should know. An equitable allocation, as that term is here
used, is a proportionate allocation among all claimants in such
shares as justice may require, as distinguished from an allocation granting priority to claimants whose claims are first submitted, or reduced to judgment, or settled.
(fe) Allocation by agreement or by order. —An equitable allocation of basic or added protection insurance coverage may be
made by written agreement or by order entered in a

proceeding for allocation.

special^

*

An allocation agreement, unless vacated or modified under the provisions of paragraph (e) of this
section, is binding upon every interested person subscribing to
it and upon no other. It may be an incomplete allocation, restricted to determining that past and future payments not exceeding an amount specified for a particular claimant are
within the limit of insurance equitably allocable to that claimant, without determining whether higher payments to that
claimant would be inequitable. Or it may determine such
amounts for two or more claimants. Or it may determine the
exact portion of insurance equitably allocable to one claimant,
or exact portions respectively for two or more claimants. Or
it may be a complete allocation, determining exact portions of
insurance respectively for all known claimants. An order in a
special proceeding for allocation, likewise, may be either an
incomplete or a complete determination of equitable allocation,
as the court considers proper, except that in no event shall it
be restricted to deciding less than must be decided in order to
determine what amount the insurer, with assurance of credit
as against other parties to the proceeding, may pay on any
judgment previously rendered and on any settlement previously made either unconditionally or subject only to the order
in the allocation proceeding.
(c) Institution of special proceeding for allocation. —lf aiw,
insurer desires authority to make a payment or payments on»
one or more claims with the assurance that the sum paid will,
as against other claims, apply toward exhaustion of its limit of
liability, it may institute in the supreme judicial or the superior court a special proceeding for an equitable allocation.
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A special proceeding for allocation may be instituted only
under the conditions here provided, but a special proceeding
to modify, rescind, or vacate an equitable allocation previously
made by agreement or by judgment may be instituted as provided in paragraph (e) of this section.
(d) Intervention of interested persons
Any interested person not otherwise made a party to a special proceeding for allocation is entitled to intervene as a party at any time before
entry of an allocation order. After entry of an allocation
order, an interested person is entitled to intervene only as
provided in paragraph (e) of this section.
(e) Modifying or rescinding allocation agreement; modifying
or vacating allocation order.
(1) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (3) of this
paragraph, whenever one is entitled to institute a special proceeding to modify or rescind an allocation agreement or to
modify or vacate an allocation order, he may institute the proceeding in the supreme judicial or the superior court. Whenever proof is required in support of a petition to modify, rescind, or vacate an allocation, it shall be presented at a hearing
after due notice to every party to the allocation still having an
.

567 interest in it.

568 (2) An allocation agreement can be modified or rescinded
569 only (i) upon grounds applicable to contracts generally, or
570 (ii) by a subsequent agreement of all persons who wore parties
571 to it and are still interested persons, or (hi) in a special pro-572 ceeding, instituted by any party to the agreement, upon proof
573 of change of conditions by reason of which the allocation has
574 become inequitable in a way adverse to the petitioner’s in-575 terests, or (iv) in a special proceeding, instituted by an in-576 surer, upon proof that after the agreement was made the
577 insurer first learned of the claim, actual or potential, of a per578 son not a party to the agreement
579 (3) An allocation order can be modified or vacated only
580 (i) upon grounds applicable to judgments generally, or (ii) by
581 a subsequent agreement of all persons who were parties to it
582 and are still interested persons, or (iii) in the same court and
583 proceeding, upon petition of any party, supported by proof
584 of change of conditions by reason of which the allocation
585 become inequitable in a way adverse to the petitioner’s inte
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586 ests, and for the purpose of filing such a petition any interested
587 person not previously a party is entitled to intervene, or (iv) in
588 the same court and proceeding, upon petition of an insurer, sup589 ported by proof that after the allocation order was rendered the
590 insurer first learned of the claim, actual or potential, of a person
591 not theretofore a party to the allocation proceeding
592
(/) Insurer’s
credit for payments consistent with allocation
593 agreement or order.
Without further proof that its payments
594 were equitable, an insurer is entitled to credit toward exhaus595 tion of its per-accident limit of liability to the extent of pay596 ments on a claim not exceeding the maximum portion of insur- *
597 ance allocated to that claim under an allocation agreement or
598 order if the payments were made before the allocation was
599 modified, rescinded, or vacated and before the insurer insti600 tuted or received notice of a proceeding, under the terms of
601 paragraph (e) of this section, to modify, rescind, or vacate the
602 allocation. Provided, however, that the entitlement to credit
603 under the terms of this paragraph is not available against an
604 interested person who proves all of the following: (i) that the
605 allowance of such credit would be inequitable in a way adverse
606 to his interests, (ii) that he was not a party to the allocation,
607 and (in) if the allocation was by order, that he did not receive
608 written notice of the special proceeding at least fifteen days
609 before the allocation order was rendered.
(g) When benefits become overdue in cases of allocation.
Any
610
611 claimed benefits the sufficiency of insurance for which is in
612 issue in a pending allocation proceeding (whether an original
613 proceeding or a subsequent proceeding valid under the terms
614 of paragraph (e) of this section) do not become overdue before
615 the expiration of thirty days after entry of an order allocatur
616 sufficient insurance for them.

617
Section 113-2.8. Insurer’s rights of indemnity
618
(a) From a person intentionally causing injury or a converter
619 —An insurer paying benefits due under the terms of basic
620 or added protection insurance because of an injury caused in
621 tentionally, or because of an injury caused by a converter under
622 circumstances such that he cannot qualify as an insured under
623 paragraph (c) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
624 point one, is entitled to indemnity, from the person or person;
625 so causing injury, for all the outlay incurred on account
626 such injury, including the net amount of benefits paid, costs of
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processing claims for benefits, and reasonable attorneys’ fees
and other expenses of enforcement of this right of indemnity.
(&) From one paying in tort without consent
of insurer having
basic
or
reimbursement interest.
added protection insurer
A
with a right of reimbursement under subparagraph (3) (ii) of
paragraph (j) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
point one, if suffering loss from inability to collect such reimbursement out of a payment received by a claimant upon a
tort claim (whether in complete settlement or satisfaction or
only partially so), is entitled to indemnity from one who, with
637 reason to know of the insurer’s interest, made such a payment
638 to the claimant without making the claimant and the insurer
639 joint payees as their interests may appear, or obtaining the in-640 surer’s consent to a different method of payment.
641
Section 113-2.9. Injuries to nonresidents occurring in the
642 state.
The provisions of sections one hundred and thirteen
643 dash one point one to one hundred and thirteen dash fifteen
644 point one, inclusive, of this chapter and sections thirty-four
645 dash one point one to thirty-four dash five point one, inclusive,
646 of chapter ninety apply in all respects to injuries to non647 residents in accidents occurring within the state. A non648 resident’s violation of section thirty-four dash two point three
impair the applicability of provi649 of chapter ninety does not im
650 sions concerning injury to him.
651
Section 113 2.10. Extraten
Extraterritorial application.
Loss arisfrom
suffered
an
accident
one who
injury
by
in
652 ing
out-of-state
653 is a named insured under a basic protection policy, or a relative
654 residing in the same household as a named insured, or an occu655 pant of a vehicle covered by basic protection insurance, is cov656 ered to the same extent as if the injury had occurred within the
657 commonwealth. Provided, however, that if a person claiming
658 benefits in such a case recovers in tort against one who is a
659 basic protection insured with respect to the injury, then in
660 calculating net loss for which basic and added protection bene661 fits are due, a subtraction is made for the net recovery in tort
662 to the same extent as provided in subparagraph (3) (ii) of
663 paragraph (j) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
664 point one in relation to a claim against one not a basic protei

627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
736

-

665 tion insured.
Section 113-2.11. Regulation of policy forms and condi667 tions of coverage.
Further terms and conditions of basic and

666
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668 added protection insurance and of policy forms used by insurers in offering these coverages are subject to the approval of
the commissioner of insurance, who shall approve only such
671 terms and conditions as are consistent with the purposes of
672 sections one hundred and thirteen dash one point one to one
hundred and thirteen dash fifteen point one, inclusive, and are
fair and equitable to all persons whose interests may be afted. The provisions
pix
of section one hundred and eight of
675 fected.
this chapter shall not apply to any such policy.
677
Section 113
3.1. Benefits payable periodically
(a) Payable monthly.
Basic and added protection benefits
679 are payable
payable monthly
monthly as loss accrue
(6) When overdue.
Benefits for any period are overdue if
681 not paid within thirty days after the insurer receives reasonable
682 proof of the fact and amount of net loss realized during that
683 period.
If reasonable proof is not supplied as to the entir
684 claim, the amount supported by reasonable proof is overdue
685 f not paid within thirty days after such proof is received by the
686
nrer. Any part or all of the remainder of the claim that i
687 later supported by reasonable proof is overdue if not paid
688 vithin thirty days after such proof is received by the insurer
689 Ihe requirement of partial payment of a claim of which onl;
690 part is supported by reasonable proof does not apply, however
691 if the part duly supported is for an amount less than one hun
692 dred dollars.
693
Section 113-3.2. Benefits not assignable. —An agreement
694 for assignment of any rights to basic or added protection bene695 fits payable in the future is unenforceable
696
Section 113-3.3. Lump-sum and installment awards and
,

-
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697 settlements.
698
a) Lump-sum award and settlement
699

700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
70S

defined.

A lump-sum

■ard or settlement is an award or settlement for full and final
discharge of all liability of the insurer to a claimant on account
of a specified accident upon payment of a single sum of money.
h) Installment award and settlement defined. —An installment award or settlement is an award or settlement for full and
final discharge of all liability an insurer might otherwise hav
) a claimant on account of a specified accident in return for
obligation to pay a specified sum in installment
c) When lump-sum and installment aivards are authorized.
Vn insurer or a claimant may require a lump-sum award or an
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installment award in an action for basic or added protection
benefits that would come due after the date of award, but only
upon a finding that the present value of all future benefits to
come due does not exceed one thousand dollars or a finding
supported by medical evidence that a final settlement will contribute substantially to the health and rehabilitation of the injured person.

(d) When lump-sum and installment settlements are authorized. —Rights and obligations arising under basic or added
protection insurance, either with respect to a claim for a limited period of time or with respect to a full claim inclusive of
all future loss arising from an injury, may be discharged by
settlement, but only by (i) installment settlement for payments
of not more than one thousand dollars per month, (ii) lumpsum settlement for an amount not exceeding one thousand
dollars, or (iii) settlement for larger installments or for a larger
lump sum with judicial approval upon a finding that the form
of the settlement, in larger installments or a larger lump sum,
is in the best interests of the claimant.
All overSection 113 3.4- Interest on overdue payments.
due payments of basic and added protection benefits bear
simple interest at the rate of six per cent per amium.
Section 113-3.5. Payment by draft.
Payment of benefits may be made by valid draft payable to the order of the person suffering loss or to his authorized representative and honored w7 hen presented for payment. For the purpose of calculating either the extent to which any benefits were overdue or
the termination of any period of limitation of actions, payment
by such a draft shall be treated as made on the date it was
placed in the United States mail in a properly addressed, postpaid envelope, or, if not so posted, on the date of delivery.
Section 113-3.6. Limitation of actions. —lf no basic or
added protection benefits are paid to any survivor for loss arising from a death, no action for basic or added protection bcnefits for loss suffered by survivors shall be commenced later than
one year after the death or two years after the motor vehicle
accident from which the death arises, whichever is earlier. If
no basic or added protection benefits are paid because of loss
arising otherwise than from death, no action for recovery of
such benefits shall be commenced later than two years after
the accident or one year after an aggregate net loss in excess of
-
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two hundred dollars is suffered by the claimant, whichever is
earlier. If basic or added protection benefits are paid, no action
for recovery of further benefits by the same or another claimant

because of loss arising from the injury shall be commenced
later than one year after the last payment of benefits, except
that when benefits have been paid for loss suffered by an injured person before his death arising from the injury, survivors
may commence an action not later than one year after the death
or two years after the last payment of benefits, whichever is
earlier.
Section 113-3.7. Periods as to which adjudications are binding; limitation of actions for new adjudications.
(a) Judgment for future benefits if reasonably certain deterUpon trial of an action for basic or
mination can be made.
added protection benefits, or upon retrial pursuant to an application filed under the terms of this section, judgment shall
be entered as to all benefits to come due thereafter during such
periods as to which the court finds that a reasonably certain
determination of future net loss can be made in the light of

K
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(jo) Judgment for

benefits due

more than five years

after judg-

ment; application for trial de novo. —A judgment awarding
benefits to come due more than five years after the date of
judgment is binding as to the period beyond five years unless
set aside upon application of an interested party presented for
hearing not sooner than five years after the date of judgment.
Such an application shall be filed not later than six years after
the date of the judgment or one year after the date the last
payment of benefits was made, whichever is later. Upon such
application, the only issue to be tried is the amount of any unpaid benefits coming due beyond five years after the date of
such previous judgment and not more than one year before the
date of the application, and that issue shall be tried de novo.
(c) Judgment for benefits due during shorter period; application for benefits due in later period.
A judgment awarding
future benefits for a period less than five years beyond the date
of the judgment is binding as to the period it covers, and an
application for unpaid benefits falling due after the conclusion
of that period shall be filed in the same court and proceeding
within one year after the conclusion of that period or one year
after the last payment of benefits was made, whichever is later,
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A judgment de(d) Judgment determining no benefits due.
791
-792 termining that no benefits have become due or will become due
793 after a past or future date specified in the judgment is binding-794 and is not subject to being set aside under the special procedures
795 for retrial prescribed in this section. It can be vacated, re-796 vised, or modified only in accordance with the laws and pro-797 cedures of this state applicable to judgments generally.
Section 113-3.8. Fees of claimants’ attorneys.
798
(a) Attorney entitled to reasonable fee. —An attorney is en799
-800 titled to a reasonable fee for advising and representing a claim-801 ant on a claim or action for basic or added protection benefits.
(5) On claims involving overdue benefits. —lf overdue bene802
-803 fits are involved, the attorney’s fee shall be a charge against the
804 insurer in addition to benefits recovered, except that, first, there
805 shall be no such charge against the insurer unless some overdue
806 benefits have been recovered in the judgment or paid after re-807 ceipt by the insurer of notice of the attorney’s representation
808 of the claimant, and, second, in the discretion of the court part
809 or all of this fee may be charged against the benefits due the
810 claimant because his claim was in some respect fraudulent or
811 so excessive as to have no reasonable foundation. The provi-812 sions of this paragraph are applicable to settlement of a dis-813 puted claim before or after commencement of an action, as well
814 as to actions tried, but the extent to which the claim was dis-815 puted and the question whether the action was tried are fac-816 tors among others that may be taken into account in deter-817 mining what amount of fee will be permitted and how much
818 if any of it will be charged against benefits.
(c) On claims not involving overdue benefits. —lf no overdue
819
820 benefits are involved, an attorney, to be entitled to payment of
821 a fee by an insurer, must give the insurer reasonable notice of
822 his representation of his client with respect to the claimed bene-823 fits before payment of such benefits has been made. After such
824 notice, the insurer shall pay the fee directly to the attorney.
825 Half of such a fee is a charge against benefits otherwise due the
826 claimant and is chargeable against limits of liability as benefits
827 paid. The other half is a charge against the insurer in addition
828 to the benefits due, and it is not chargeable against limits of
829 liability.
Whenever the claimant,
830
(d) Adjudication of disputed fee.
831 his attorney, and the insurer agree upon a fee to be awarded
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and upon the manner in which it is to be charged, no judicial
approval of the fee is required; and in the absence of such agreement, either as to a settled claim or an action tried, a controversy over an attorney’s fee may be submitted at the instance
of any interested party for determination by the court in which
the action was pending or, if no action was pending, in a court
competent to accept jurisdiction over the claim for benefits.
Section 113-3.9. Fees of insurers’ attorneys.
Within the
discretion of a court, an insurer may be allowed an award of a
reasonable sum against a claimant as an attorney’s fee for the
insurer’s attorney in defense against a claim that was in some
respect fraudulent or so excessive as to have no reasonable
foundation. To the extent that any benefits are then due or
thereafter come due to the claimant because of loss resulting
from the injury on which the claim is based, such a fee may be
treated as an offset against such benefits; also, judgment may
be entered against the claimant for any amount of a fee awarded
against him and not offset in this way or otherwise paid.
Section 113-3.10. Jury Trial. There is a right of jury
trial with respect to claims for basic or added protection benefits or both in accordance with the provisions of this chapter
and the laws of the commonwealth.
Section 113-4-1- Basic protection benefits partly in lieu of
Basic protection benefits provided by secdamages in tort.
tions one hundred and thirteen dash two point one to one
hundred and thirteen dash two point eleven, inclusive, because of injury suffered in an accident occurring in this state
are granted in lieu of damages in tort to the extent indicated
in sections one hundred and thirteen dash four point two, one
hundred and thirteen dash four point three and one hundred
and thirteen dash four point four. These sections do not apply
to injury suffered in an out-of-state accident.
Section 113-4.2. Exemption precludes ordinary tort liability

865 in certain cases.
866
(a) Cases in
867

—

which exemption precludes ordinary tort liability.
Every person (whether a natural person or any other
legal entity) who is a basic protection insured (whether named
or additional) with respect to an injury is entitled to an exemption from tort liability for the injury unless the tort damages otherwise recoverable because of the injury include either

K
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(1) an amount in excess of five thousand dollars for pain and
suffering or
(2) an amount in excess of ten thousand dollars for elements

of the measure of recovery other than pain and suffering.
(5) Scope of the exemption.
Whenever an accident occurs
under circumstances such that a person would have been
liable to pay damages in tort but for his exemption under this
section, he is nevertheless subject to liability for damage to
property and for the first hundred dollars of net loss excluded
from basic protection by the standard deductible prescribed in
paragraph (a) of section one hundred and thirteen dash two
point three .(which does not apply to damage to property);
in all other respects the exemption protects him against liability
in tort for an injury accidentally caused.
Section 113 4.3. Exemption reduces tort liability in other
-

887 cases.
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Whenever one is
(a) Cases to which this section applies.
held liable in tort, otherwise than under paragraph (h ) of section one hundred and thirteen dash four point two, for an injury as to which he is a basic protection insured (whether
named or additional), he is entitled to an exemption reducing
his tort liability to the extent provided in this section.
( h ) Fact findings to state separately damages awarded for pain
and suffering.
In each case to which this section applies,
under
other than
section two of chapter two hundred and
twenty-nine, the fact finder in the tort action shall state
separately (i) the amount found as damages for pain and suffering and (ii) the amount found for other elements of recovery.
The
(c) Exemption reduces damages for pain and suffering.
amount of one’s exemption applying against damages found for
pain and suffering is the greater of the following: (i) the sum
of the limits of all added protection insurance under a policy
or policies of which he is an insured (whether named or additional) applying to the injury and providing benefits for pain
and inconvenience: or (ii) five thousand dollars.
The amount of one’s
(d) Exemption reduces other damages.
exemption applying against damages found for elements of recovery other than pain and suffering is ten thousand dollars
plus the sum of the limits of all added protection insurance under a policy or policies of which he is an insured (whether named
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benefits

other than those for pain and inconvenience
(e) Provisions applying if an injured person dies. —lfan in
jured person dies, a subtraction equal to the amount of the
exemption provided under paragraph (c) of this section applies
in full against tort damages for pain and suffering sustained by
the injured person before his death. A subtraction equal to the
amount of the exemption provided under paragraph (d) of this
section, however, is allocated so that an amount equal to the
sum of the basic and added protection benefits accruing for
loss sustained by survivors after the death applies against tort
damages recoverable under section two of chapter two hundred
and twenty-nine. The remainder applies against tort damages
for loss sustained before the injured person died.
(/) Provisions applying in cases subject to contribution or indemnity.
Whenever a claimant recovers a judgment in tort
against any person or persons who, apart from the provisions of
sections thirty-four dash one point one to thirty-four dash five
point one, inclusive, of chapter ninety and sections one hundred and thirteen dash four point one to one hundred and thirteen dash four point four, inclusive, of this chapter, would
after discharging their liability be entitled to contribution or
indemnity from one who is a basic protection insured (whether
named or additional) with respect to the injury, rights and
liabilities of the claimant and all other interested persons are
to be calculated as if amounts equal to those specified in paragraphs (c) and ( d ) of this section had been paid by the insured
to the claimant in partial satisfaction of the tort claim. Whenever in a tort action the findings relevant to liability would
support a judgment in tort against any person or persons who,
apart from the provisions of sections thirty-four dash one point
one to thirty-four dash five point one, inclusive, of chapter
ninety and sections one hundred and thirteen dash four point
one to one hundred and thirteen dash four point four, inclusive, of this chapter, would after discharging their liability be
entitled to contribution or indemnity from one who is a basic
protection insured (whether named or additional) with respect
to the injury, but the finding for pain and suffering is less than
the amount specified in paragraph (c) and the finding for el
951 ments of recovery other than pain and suffering is less than the
952 amount specified in paragraph (d), judgment is to he entered
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for the defendant or defendants, except as provided in paragraph ( b ) of section one hundred and thirteen dash four point
ity is to be awarded for
two, and no contribution or in
against such a defendant.
( g) Distribution of burden a nd benefit amonq interest
958 ties.
If two or more basic protection msur
959 tort because of an injury, the exemption provided in this sec-960 tion is allowed only once, for their combined benefit. When-961 ever for any purpose (including the purpose of calculating
962 amounts due by way of contribution or indemnity) the bene-963 fit or burden of the exemption provided in this section is dis-964 tributcd among several interested persons, such distribution is
965 to be made on the basis considered by the court to be most
966 equitable.
967 Section 113 4--4- Contribution and indemnity.
(a) Contribution and indemnity affected only as stated.
968
969 Rights to and liabilities for contribution or indemnity that
970 would have existed apart from sections thirty-four dash one
971 point one to thirty-four dash five point one, inclusive, of chap-972 ter ninety and sections one hundred and thirteen dash four
973 point one to one hundred and thirteen dash four point four,
974 inclusive, of this chapter, are affected by those sections only
;

i
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975 as stated in this section.
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(5) Basic protection insured’s liability for contribution or indemnity.
In the calculation of liabilities of a basic protection
insured (whether named or additional) for payment of any sum
in contribution or indemnity, the insured is entitled to an exemption as provided in sections one hundred and thirteen dash
four point two and one hundred and thirteen dash four point
three.

(c) Contribution or indemnity for benefits paid.
Except as
stated in section one hundred and thirteen dash two point eight
and in this paragraph, no insurer or insured is entitled to contribution or indemnity on account of basic or added protection
benefits paid. Sections thirty-four dash one point one to
thirty-four dash five point one, inclusive, of chapter ninety and
sections one hundred and thirteen dash four point one to one
hundred and thirteen dash four point four, inclusive, of this
chapter, do not bar any right of one who is a basic protection
insured with respect to an injury (or of his tort liability in-
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surer, as his subrogee) to recover contribution or indemnity
on account of payments made in disposition of a tort claim
against him based on the injury. In such cases, rights to contribution or indemnity are calculated as if an amount equal to
the exemption provided in section one hundred and thirteen
dash four point three had been paid on the tort claim. If under
the foregoing provision, however, the basic protection insured
(or his tort liability insurer, as his subrogee) would be entitled
to an amount in excess of his actual payments on the tort claim,
then the basic and added protection insurer responsible for
payment of benefits because of the injury is entitled to the excess, and if there be more than one such insurer than such
excess is to be prorated equitably among them.
Section 113-5.1.
Mental or physical examination of injured person.
Whenever the mental or phy(a) Order for examination.
sical condition of a person is material to any claim that has
been or may be made for past or future basic or added protection benefits, a court of competent jurisdiction may order
the person to submit to mental or physical examination by a
physician or physicians. The order may be made only on
motion for good cause shown and upon notice to the person
to be examined and to all other persons having an interest
and shall specify the time, place, manner, conditions, and
scope of the examination and the person or persons by whom
it is to be made.
(6) Reports.
If requested by the person examined, a party
causing an examination to be made shall deliver to him a copy
of every written report concerning the examination rendered
by an examining physician, at least one of which reports must
set out his findings and conclusions in detail. After such request and delivery, the party causing the examination to be
made is entitled upon request to receive from the person examined every written report available to him (or his representative) concerning any examination, previously or thereafter made, of the same mental or physical condition. By
requesting and obtaining a report of the examination so ordered or by taking the deposition of the examiner, the person
examined waives any privilege he may have, in relation to the
claim for basic or added protection benefits, regarding the
testimony of every other person who has examined or may
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1034 thereafter examine him in respect of the same mental or physi1035 cal condition.
1036
(c) Sanctions.
If any person refuses to comply with an
1037 order entered pursuant to this section, the court may make
1038 such orders in regard to the refusal as are just, except that no
1039 order shall be entered directing the arrest of any person for
1040 disobeying an order to submit to a physical or mental ex1041 amination. The orders that may be made in regard to such a
1042 refusal include, but are not limited to, the following: (i) an
1043 order that the mental or physical condition of the disobedient
1044 person shall be taken to be established for the purposes of the
1045 claim in accordance with the contention of the party obtaining
1046 the order; (ii) an order refusing to allow the disobedient per
1047 son to support or oppose designated claims or defenses, or pro1048 hibiting him from introducing evidence of mental or physical
1049 condition; (iii) an order rendering judgment by default
1050 against the disobedient person as to his entire claim or a
1051 designated part of it; (iv) an order requiring the disobedient
1052 person to reimburse the insurer for reasonable attorneys’ f
1053 and expenses incurred in defense against the claim; (v) an
1054 order requiring delivery of a report, in conformity with para1055 :raph (b) of this section, on such terms as are just, and if a
1056 physician fails or refuses to make such a report a court may
1057 exclude his testimony if offered at trial.
1058
Section 113-5.2. Authorization for rehabilitative tr
(a) Order for cost of treatment.
Un
1059
After a hearing ut
1060 plication by any interested person and rea
to all
by
evi:1
1061 other interested persons, and upon findi
1062 dence, a court
of competent jurisdiction may enter an order
'O:
1063

determining

that

an

insurer

1064 surance applicable to an injury is responsible, subject to tl
1065 limits and other terms and conditions of the cover
1066 cost of a specified procedure
re or
or treatm
treatment for rehabilitation t
tii otyftor
1
1067 which the injured persor
1068 submit
1069 (b) Grounds for order.
The findings required to support
1070
;ler are (i) that the specified course of proced
1071 treatment, whether or not involving surger
1072 and medicall
that it has contributed or will
1073 contribute substantially to r labilitation, and (lii) that the
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relation

to its probable rehabilitative effects.
Section 113-5.3. Authorisation for occupational training.
(a) Order for cost of occupational training.
After a hearinterested
and
application
by
any
person
ing upon
reasonable
notice to all other interested persons, and upon findings supported by evidence, a court of competent jurisdiction may
enter an order determining that an insurer of basic or added
protection insurance applicable to an injury is responsible,
subject to the limits and other terms and conditions of the
coverage, for the cost of a specified course of rehabilitative
occupational training that the injured person has taken or
does thereafter take.

b ) Grounds for order.
The findings required to support
such an order are (i) that the specified course of occupational
training is a recognized form of training and is reasonable and
appropriate for the particular case, (ii) that it has contributed
or will contribute substantially to rehabilitation, and (iii) that
the cost of such training is reasonable in relation to its probable
(

rehabilitative effects.

Section 113-5.4. Order concerning injured person’s refusal
of rehabilitative treatment or occupational training.
After a hearing upon application by
(a) Basis for order.
any interested person and reasonable notice to all other interested persons, and upon findings, supported by evidence, as
stated in section one hundred and thirteen dash five point two
or in section one hundred and thirteen dash five point three,
and further findings (i) that the injured person has refused or
has by his conduct caused the insurer reasonably to believe
that he may refuse to submit to such procedure, treatment, or
training, and (ii) that he does not have reasonable grounds to
continue such refusal, a court of competent jurisdiction may
enter an order invoking reasonable sanctions against the injured person and others whose claims are based on his injury.
(6) Reasonable grounds for injured person’s refusal. —ln
determining whether an injured person has reasonable grounds
for continuing refusal to submit to the specified procedure,
treatment, or training, the court shall take into account,
among all other relevant factors, the extent of the probable
benefit, the attendant risks, the extent to which the procedure,
treatment, or training is or is not recognized as standard and
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1115 customary, and whether the imposition of sanctions because
1116 of the injured person’s refusal would abridge his right to the
1117 free exercise of his religion.
1118 (c) Sanctions.
The sanctions that may be invoked in such
1119 an order include, but are not limited to, the following: (i) an
1120 order that benefits be reduced or terminated at such time as
1121 necessary to limit recovery of benefits to an amount equal to
1122 the benefits that in reasonable probability would have been
1123 due had the injured person submitted to such rehabilitative
1124 procedure, treatment, or training; (ii) an order that the
1125 physical or mental condition of the injured person shall be
1126 taken to be established for the purposes of the claim in accord1127 ance with the contention of the insurer; (iii) an order that, if
1128 the insurer elects to pay a specified lump sum (found to be fair
1129 and reasonable compensation in lieu of benefits that in reason1130 able probability would be due if the injured person submitted
1131 to the specified procedure, treatment, or training) it shall be
1132 fully discharged from all liability arising from the injury.
1133 Section 113-5.6. Charges for treatment of injured perAny physician, hospital, clinic, or other person or in1134 sons.
1135 stitution lawfully rendering treatment to an injured person
1136 for an injury covered by basic or added protection insurance,
1137 and any person or institution providing rehabilitative occupa1138 tional training following such an injury, may charge a reason1139 able amount for the products, services, and accommodations
1140 rendered. In no event, how ever, may such a charge be in ex1141 cess of the amount the person or institution customarily
1142 charges for like products, services, and accommodations in
1143 cases involving no insurance.
1144 Section 113 -5.6. Discovery offacts about an injured person.
1145 (a) From injured person's employer.
Every employer shall,
1146 if a request is made by a basic or added protection insurer
1147 against whom a claim has been made, furnish forthwith, in a
1148 form approved by the commissioner of insurance, a sworn
1149 statement of earnings, since injury and for a reasonable period
1150 before injury, of the person upon whose injury the claim is
1151 based.
( b) From physicians, hospitals, clinics, and other medical in1152
1153 stitutions.
Every physician, hospital, clinic, or other medi1154 cal institution providing, before or after an injury upon which
1155 a claim for basic or added protection benefits is based, any
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1156 products, services, or accommodations in relation to that or
1157 any other injury, or in relation to a condition claimed to be
1158 connected with that or any other injury, shall, if requested to
1159 do so by the insurer against whom the claim has been made,
1160 subject to conditions approved by the commissioner of insur1161 ance, (i) furnish forthwith a written report of the history, con1162 dition, treatment, and dates and costs of such treatment of
1163 the injured person and (ii) produce forthwith and permit the
1164 inspection and copying of his or its records regarding such his1165 tory, condition, treatment, and dates and costs of treatment.
(c) Charge for providing requested information. —An em1166
1167 ployer, physician, hospital, clinic, or other person or institu1168 tion providing information in response to a request under the
1169 terms of this section may charge a reasonable amount in re1170 imbursement for the time and cost of providing the informa1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179

1180
1182

1183
1184

tion.

(d) Disputes as to rights of discovery. —ln the event of any
dispute regarding an insurer’s right to discovery of facts about
an injured person’s earnings or about his history, condition,
treatment, and dates and costs of such treatment, a court of
competent jurisdiction may enter an order for such discovery.
Phe order may be made only on motion for good cause shown
nd upon notice to all persons having an interest, and it shall
pecify the time, place, manner, conditions and scope of th
discovery. A court may, in order to protect against annoyion, as justice requires, enter
ance, embarrassment, or opj
an order refusing discovery or specifying conditions of discovery and may order payments of costs and expenses of the
proceeding, including reasonable fees for the appearance of
at the proceed!

lustxce
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ment of an injured person, or for rehabilitative occupational
training, or for legal services rendered in connection with a
any amount m
claim for basic or added protection benefits, any
i:
excess of that authorized by this chapter with awareness that
the charge is in excess of that authorized is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction may be fined not less than one
hundred dollars or more than one thousand dollars or may be
imprisoned for not more than one year or both.
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Section 113-7.1. Appeal or other review of judgments, oror findings concerning basic or added protection benefits.
(a) Ripeness of a judgment, order, or finding.
A judgment,
order, or finding is ripe for appeal or any other form of review
permitted under the laws of this state if it is one of the following, and not otherwise: (i) a judgment, order, or finding of
any amount of benefits due, or that no benefits are due, en1204 tered pursuant to the terms of section one hundred and thir1205 teen dash three point seven; or (ii) a judgment, order, or find1206 ing under the terms of section one hundred and thirteen dash
1207 three point three granting or refusing lump-sum payment.
( b ) Revision of a judgment, order, or finding.
1208
1209
(1) Appeal, review, vacation, revision, or modification of a
1210 judgment, order, or finding ripe for appeal or review.
Except
1211 as otherwise provided in section one hundred and thirteen
1212 dash three point seven, a judgment, order, or finding that is
1213 ripe for appeal or review under the terms of paragraph (a) of
1214 this section is subject to appeal, review, vacation, revision or
1215 modification only in accordance with the laws and procedures
1216 of this state applicable respectively to judgments, orders and

ders,

1217 findings generally.
1218
(2) Revision of other orders or findings. —Any order or
1219 finding that is not ripe for appeal or other form of review
1220 under the terms of paragraph (a) of this section is subject to
1221 revision at any time before there is entered in the same case a
1222 judgment or some other order or finding that is ripe for appeal
1223 or other form of review and, while the action is still pending,
1224 continues to be subject to revision if not within the scope of
1225 matters determined on appeal or other form of review.
1226
Section 113-8.1. Organization and maintenance of an as1227 signed claims bureau and plan.
Insurers authorized to write
1228 basic protection insurance in the commonwealth are author1229 ized, subject to approval and regulation by the commissioner
1230 of insurance, to organize and maintain an assigned claims bu1231 reau and an assigned claims plan and to formulate and from
1232 time to time amend rules and regulations for their operation
1233 and for the assessment of costs on a fair and equitable basis,

1234 consistent with the provisions of this chapter. In default of
1235 the organization and continued maintenance of an assigned
1236 claims bureau and assigned claims plan in a manner consid1237 ered by the commissioner of insurance to be consistent with
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1238 the' terms of this chapter, the commissioner of insurance shall
1239 organize and maintain such a bureau and plar
1240 Section 113-8.2. Costs of operation of the assigned claim
Costs incurred in the operation of the assigned
1241 bureau.
1242 claims bureau shall be assessed against insurers according to
1243 rules and regulations that assure fair allocation among in-1244 surers writing basic protection insurance in the common1245 wealth, on a basis reasonably related to the volume of basic
1246 protection
insurance they
they write.
protection insurance
Section 113-8.3. Insurers required to participate.
Every
1247
1248 insurer writing basic protection insurance in the common1249 wealth is required to participate in the assigned claims bureau
1250 and the assigned claims plan.
1251 Section 113-8./\. Persons entitled to claim through the as1252 signed claims plan; benefits to which entitled.
Each person
1253 suffering loss because of an injury arising out of the owner1254 ship, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle in this common1255 wealth may obtain basic protection benefits through the as1256 signed claims plan established pursuant to section one hundred
1257 and thirteen dash eight point one if (i) no basic protection
1258 insurance is applicable to the injury, or (ii) no basic protection
1259 insurance applicable to the injury can be identified, or (hi) the
1260 only identifiable basic protection insurance applicable to the
1261 injury is, because of multiple claims against it or because ol
1262 financial inability of one or more insurers to fulfill their ob1263 ligations, inadequate to provide benefits up to the maximuii
1264 prescribed in paragraph (6) of section one hundred and thir1265 teen dash two point six (in which last case all unpaid benefit
1266 due or coming due are subject to being collected under the
1267 signed claims plan, and the insurer to which the claim is a:
1268 signed, or the bureau of assigned claims if the claim is assigne
1269 to it, is entitled to reimbursement from the defaulting insur
1270 ers to the extent of their financial responsibility). Subject tc
1271 the maximum prescribed in paragraph (6) of section one hun
1272 dred and thirteen dash two point six for basic protection bene
1273 fits from all sources, persons entitled to claim through theaS'
1274 signed claims plan are entitled to recover from the insurer t(
1275 which the claim is assigned (or from the bureau if the claim i
1276 assigned to it) the benefits due under standard provisions foi
1277 basic protection insurance as prescribed in section one hun
1278 dred and thirteen dash two point three.
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Section 113-8.5. Claims arising from one injury assigned

to one insurer or the bureau; rights and obligations after assignment.
The claim or claims arising from injury to one person,
sustained in one accident and brought through the assigned
claims plan shall be assigned to one insurer, or to the bureau,
1284 which after such assignment shall have rights and obligations
1285 as if having issued a policy of basic protection insurance, of
1286 standard provisions, applicable to the injury.
1287 Section 113 8.6. Principle of assignment. —• The assign12S8 ment of claims shall be made according to rules and regula1289 tions that assure fair allocation of the burden of assigned
1290 claims among insurers doing business in the commonwealth
1291 on a basis reasonably related to the volume of basic protection
1292 insurance they write.
1293
Section 113 -8.7. Claimant to notify bureau for assignment
1294 of his claim.
A person claiming through the assigned claims
1295 plan shall notify the bureau of his claim within the time that
1296 would have been allowed for filing an action for basic protec1297 tion benefits had there been in effect identifiable coverage
1298 applicable to the claim. The bureau shall promptly assign
1299 the claim and notify the claimant of the identity and address
1300 of the insurer to which the claim is assigned (or of the bureau
1301 if the claim is assigned to it). No action by the claimant
1302 against the insurer to which his claim is assigned (or against
1303 the bureau, if the claim is
i to it) shall be commenced
1304 later than thirty days after receipt of notice of the assignn
1305 ment or the last date on wl ich the action might have been
1306 commenced had it been agaii it the insurer of identifiable cov
1307 erage applicable to the claim whichever is later.
1308 Section 113 8.8.
Costs of assigned claims plan to affect
1309 premiums.
All reasonable costs incurred in the handling
1310 and disposition of assigned claims (including amounts paid
1311 pursuant to assessments under section one hundred and thir1312 teen dash eight point two as well as other amounts reasonably
1313 expended in the handling and disposition of assigned claims)
1314 shall be taken into account in making and regulating rates for
1315 basic protection insurance.
1316 Section 113-9.1. Organization and maintenance of an as1317 signed risk plan.
Insurance companies authorized to issue
1318 motor vehicle basic protection insurance policies in this com1319 monwealth shall co-operate in the preparation and submission
-

-
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of a plan for the fair and equitable apportionment among such
insurance companies of applicants for insurance who are in
iod faith entitled to and are unable to procure through ordinary methods motor vehicle basic protection insurance.
Such plan shall provide for the issuance of motor vehicle
basic protection policies consistent with the provisions of this
chapter, and, at the option of the insured, motor vehicle
liability insurance insuring with respect to bodily injuries,
whether occurring inside or outside the commonwealth, to a
limit of at least five thousand dollars on account of injury to
or death of any one person, and, subject to such limit asi
respects injury to or death of one person, of at least ten thousand dollars on account of any one accident resulting in injury to or death of more than one person and, at the option
of the insured, property damage liability insurance to a limit
of five thousand dollars on account of injury to or destruction
of property of others in any one accident; provided, however,
that such coverages shall be subject to all of the terms and
conditions contained in said policies relating to cancellation
and to all provisions of the General Laws relating to cancellation. Before becoming effective any such plan shall be filed
with the commissioner of insurance. Such a plan shall provide reasonable rules governing the fair and equitable distribution of risks or losses by direct insurance, reinsurance or
otherwise.
If no such plan is submitted

to the insurance commissioner
within ninety days after the effective date of this section, he
shall, if necessary to carry out the purpose of this section after
hearing, prepare and promulgate a plan meeting the standards
set forth herein.
Section 113-9.2. Review of assigned risk plan; orders of
commissioner of insurance; appeal from orders.
The commissioner of in(a) Review of assigned risk plan.
surance shall as soon as reasonably possible, review the plan
organized under the first paragraph of section one hundred and
thirteen dash nine point one to determine whether it meets
the standards set forth therein. A filing of such plan, unless
sooner approved in writing shall be deemed to meet the requirement of section one hundred and thirteen dash nine
point one if it is not disapproved by the commissioner of in-

I
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1360 surance within thirty days from the date of filing. Prior to
1361 the disapproval of any such plan the commissioner of insur1362 ance shall issue a notice specifying in what respects the plan
1363 does not meet such requirements and fixing a date for a public
1364 hearing at which insurance companies and any other party
1365 having a direct interest shall have an opportunity to be heard.
1366 Amendments to such plan shall be prepared, submitted and
1367 reviewed in the same manner as herein provided with respect
1368 to the original plan.
1369 ( b ) Appeal to commissioner of insurance.
Any applicant
1370 for insurance under the provisions of section one hundred and
1371 thirteen dash nine point one and any insurer affected may
1372 appeal to the commissioner of insurance from any ruling or
1373 decision with reference to the operation of the assigned risk
1374 plan.
1375 (c) Orders of insurance commissioner. —lf the commissioner
1376 of insurance finds that any practice of any insurer in connec1377 tion with the submission or operation of such plan is unfair
1378 or unreasonable or otherwise inconsistent with the provisions
1379 of section one hundred and thirteen dash nine point one, he
1380 may issue a written order specifying in what respects such
1381 activity or practice is unfair or unreasonable or otherwise in1382 consistent with the provisions of this section, and requiring
1383 the discontinuance of such activity or practice.
Any
1384 ( d) Appeal from order of insurance commissioner.
1385 ruling, order or decision of the commissioner of insurance
1386 under authority of this section shall be subject to review by
1387 appeal to the supreme judicial court for the county of Suffolk
1388 at the instance of any party in interest which shall be on the
1389 basis of the record of the proceeding before the commissioner
1390 of insurance. It shall have jurisdiction to modify, amend,
1391 annul, review or affirm such action, order, finding or decision,
1392 shall review all questions of fact and of law involved therein,
4393 and may make any other appropriate order or decree. The
1394 court shall determine whether the filing of the appeal shall
1395 operate as a stay of any such order or decision of the commis1396 sioner of insurance.
1397 Section 113-9.3. Insurers required to participate in as1398 signed risk plan. When an assigned risk plan or amendments
1399 thereto have been approved or promulgated under section one
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1400 hundred and thirteen dash nine point one, no insurer shall
1401 thereafter issue a motor vehicle basic protection policy unless
1402 such insurer shall participate in such an approved or pro1403 mulgated plan.
1404 Section 113-9.4. Service charges for obtaining insurance.
The commissioner of insurance
1405 under assigned risk plan.
1406 shall fix and establish a schedule of fair and reasonable service
1407 charges, together with enabling rules and regulations, in con1408 nection with the securing or placing of motor vehicle basic
1409 protection insurance under the plan of apportionment pro1410 vided for under the provisions of section one hundred and
1411 thirteen dash nine point one. Whenever any person duly
1412 licensed under any provision of this chapter fails to comply
1413 with such promulgations, the commissioner, for cause shown
1414 and after a hearing, shall suspend his license for such period
1415 of time as he in his discretion deems feasible.
1416 Section 113-10.1. Authority and requirement for offering
1417 basic and added protection insurance.
(a) Motor vehicle liability insurers required to write basic
1418
Every in1419 protection and certain added protection insurance.
1420 surer writing motor vehicle tort liability insurance in this
1421 commonwealth is required to offer basic protection insurance
1422 and to offer the form of added protection insurance prescribed
1423 in paragraph (a) of section one hundred and thirteen dash
1424 two point five.
(b) Insurers may write added protection insurance. —Every
1425
1426 insurer authorized to write motor vehicle tort liability insur1427 ance in this state may also, subject to the terms and conditions
1428 of this chapter, write all forms of added protection insurance.
1429 Section 113-10.2. Policy on specified vehicle or other1430 wise.
A policy including basic or added protection insurance
1431 may be issued to cover injuries arising out of the ownership,
1432 maintenance, or use of a specified vehicle or vehicles. Or, sub1433 ject to regulation of the commissioner of insurance, a policy
1434 may be issued to cover injuries occurring to any specified
1435 person or persons or under any specified circumstances and
1436 arising out of the maintenance or use of a vehicle not owned
1437 by the named insured.
1438 Section 113 -10.3. Tort liability insurance for loss excluded
In1439 from basic protection by the standard dollar deductible.
liability
-1440 surers authorized to write motor vehicle tort
insur-
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1441 ance in this state may write such coverage applying to the
1442 tort liability for the first one hundred dollars of net loss

1443 (which is excluded from basic protection by the standard de-

;

1444 ductible prescribed in paragraph (a) of section one hundred
1445 and thirteen dash two point three and as to which right in
1446 tort are preserved under para paph (6) of section one hundred
1447 and thirteen dash four point two). Such insurers may also
1448 write coverage that is subject to a deductible to the extent of
1449 this first one hundred dollars of net loss and may make the
1450 obligations of investigation nd defense, as well as the ob1451 ligation to pay on behalf of tl insured, inapplicable to claims
1452 within the deductible.
1453
Section 113-10.4■ Disclosure of Income Not Required.
1454 No person shall be required to disclose income as a pre1455 requisite to obtaining a policy of basic protection insurance;
1456 provided, however, that such information when disclosed
1457 voluntarily shall be considered for the purpose of determining
1458 whether a lower premium charge applies.
1459
Section 113- 11.1. Ratemaking.
1460 (a) Classification of risks and 'premium charges.
The com1461 missioner of insurance shall, annually on or before September
1462 fifteenth, after due hearing and investigation, fix and establish
1463 fair and reasonable classifications of risks, including classifica1464 tions of risks by territories, by accident involvement, and by
1465 the probability and magnitude of injuries and losses, including
1466 injuries and losses resulting from operation of the insured
1467 vehicle but suffered by persons other than those to whom the
1468 insurer is required to pay benefits, and shall fix and establish
1469 adequate, just, reasonable and non-discriminatory maximum
1470 premium charges for motor vehicle basic protection insurance
1471 policies consistent with the provisions of this chapter issued
1472 for the ensuing calendar year or for any part thereof. Since
1473 fair and reasonable classifications based on probable injuries
1474 and losses to persons other than those to whom the insurer is
1475 required to pay benefits may result in inequities among in1476 surers because of disproportionate allocation among them of
1477 the underwriting of such risks, the commissioner shall ascer1478 tain that provision is made for redistributing among insurers
1479 the disproportionate burden of losses in relation to the pre—

1480 miums received for such risks; the commissioner may approve
1481 an arrangement accomplishing this redistribution in associa-
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1482 tion with and through provisions incorporated into the assigned claims plan established pursuant to the terms of section
one hundred and thirteen dash eight point one of this chapter, or he may instead approve or establish reasonable rules
and regulations for an independent system of pooling or redistribution. He shall, on or before said date sign memoranda
of the classifications and maximum premium charges fixed and
established by him in such form as he may prescribe and file
the same in his office, and cause a duly certified copy of such
classifications and schedule of maximum premium charge
forthwith to be transmitted to each company authorized to
1493 issue such policies. During said calendar year, the classifications and maximum premium charges fixed and established by
1495 the commissioner for such policies shall apply to all com1496 panics issuing such policies, anc
and no such company shall charge
1497 or collect any premium in connection with the issuance of any
1498 such policy which exceeds the maximum premium charge es1499 tablished by the commissioner; provided, however, that any
1500 such company may establish additional classifications of risks
1501 and schedules of premium charges, less than said maximum
1502 premium charges in the manner provided in chapter one hun1503 dred and seventy-five A.
1504
(6) Notice of hearing.
The commissioner shall cause no1505 tice of every such hearing to be given by advertising the date
1506 thereof once in at least one newspaper printed in each of the
1507 cities of Boston, Worcester, Springfield, Newburyport,
1508 Gloucester, Pittsfield, Fall River, New Bedford, Haverhill
1509 Holyoke, Lawrence, Lowell and Lynn, and in the towns of
1510 Athol and Greenfield, at least ten days prior to said date.
1511 Such notice shall be in such form as the commissioner may
1512 deem expedient.
(c) Rules and regulations.
1513
The commissioner may make
1514 and, at any time, alter or amend, reasonable rules and regu1515 lations to facilitate the operation of this section and enforc
1516 the application of the classifications and premium cha
1517 fixed and established by him, and to govern hearings and in1518 vestigations under this section. He may at any time require
1519 any company to file with him such data, statistics, schedules
1520 or information as he may deem proper or necessary to enable
1521 him to fix and establish or secure and maintain fair and reason1522 able classifications of risks and adequate, just, reasonable and
38
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1523 non-discriminatory premium charges for such policies. He
1524 may issue such orders as he aids proper, expedient or neces1525 sary to enforce and administ ;r the provisions of this section,
1526 to secure compliance with anv rules or regulations made
1527 thereunder, and to enforce ac
rence to the classifications and
1528 premium charges fixed and established by him. The supreme
1529 udicial court for the county of Suffolk shall have jurisdiction
1530 in equity upon the petition of the commissioner and upon a
1531 summary hearing, to enforce all lawful orders of the commi
1532 doner. Memoranda of all actions, orders, findings and de
1533 cisions of the commissioner shall be signed by him and filed
1534 in his office as public records open to public inspection.

1535 (d) Appeal from action of commissioner of insurance.
1536 Any person or company aggrieved by any action, order, find1537 ing or decision of the commissioner under this section may,
1538 within twenty days from the filing of such memorandum
1539 thereof in his office, file a petition in the supreme judicial court
1540 for the county of Suffolk for a review of such action, order,
1541 finding or decision. An order of notice returnable not later
1512 than seven days from the filing of such petition shall forth1543 with issue and be served upon the commissioner. Within ten
1514 days after the return of said order of notice, the petition shall
1545 be assigned for a speedy and summary hearing on the merits.
1546 The action, order, finding or decision of the commissioner
1547 shall remain in full force and effect pending the final decision
1548 of the court unless the court or a justice thereof after notice
1549 to the commissioner shall by a special order otherwise direct
1550 The court shall have jurisdiction in equity to modify, amend,
1551 annul, reverse or affirm such action, order, finding or decision,
1552 shall review all questions of fact and law involved therein and
1553 may make any appropriate order or decree. The decision of
1554 the court shall be final and conclusive on the parties. The
1555 court may make such order as to costs as it deems equitable.
1556 The court shall make such rules or orders as it deems proper
1557 governing proceedings under this section to secure prompt
1558 and speedy hearings and to expedite final decisions thereon.
1559 Section 113-11.2. Classifications of risks and premium
1560 charges to continue in effect if not effectively revised; retroactive
1561 effect of new classifications arid premium charges.
If, for any
1562 reason, classifications of risks and premium charges fixed and
1563 established under section one hundred and thirteen dash eleven
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1564 point one on or before September fifteenth in any year for the
ensuing calendar year are not effective for the said year, the
classifications of risks and premium charges in effect for the
then calendar year shall remain in full force and effect, and
shall be used and charged in connection with the issue or
execution of motor vehicle basic protection insurance policies for said ensuing calendar year until classifications of risks
and premium charges for said ensuing calendar year are
finally fixed and established. Classifications of risks and
premium charges when finally fixed and established for said
ensuing calendar year shall become effective as of January
first of said year, and all premium charges affected by any
change thereby made which have been paid or incurred prior
to the time when such charges are finally fixed and established
1578 shall be adjusted in accordance with such change, as of said
1565
1566
1567
1568
1569
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1577
1579

1580

January

first

icce
to files of registrar of motor reSection 113-11.3. Access
The commissioner of insurance, his deputies or exall at all time: have access to the certificates or
aminers shall
evidence of other proof of security filed with the registrar of
under section thirty-four dash two point one
motor vehicles un
of chapter ninety-

1581 hides.

1582
158-

1584
1555
1586

Section 113-11.A.

Di

1587 'protection insurance polic

of mutual insurers on basic
Cvery mutual company issuirance policies shall con-

1588 ing or executing basic prot
1589 titute such policies as a
parate class of business for the
paying dividen
1590 purpose
of
Amy dividends on such policies
i
1591 shall be declared on the pr its of the company from said ch
1592 of busine
1593
applicable to other forms of
Section 113 11.5. Pr<
1594
The provisions f sections one hundred and thirhundred and thirteen dash
1595 teen dash eleven point one
point four, inclusive shall be applicable, when appro1598
1597 priate, in connection with proof of security approved by the
1598 commissioner of insurance under paragraph (6) of section
1599 thirty-four dash two point two of chapter ninety.
1600
Section 113-12.1. Insurer’s annual election to subject its
1601 out-of-state tort liability policies to the basic protection system
1602 for instate injuries.
1603
Each motor vehicle
(a) Time for filing insurer’s election.
1604 tort liability insurer any of whose insureds may become in-
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1605 volved in accidents within the commonwealth is entitled to
1606 file with the commissioner of insurance, between October first
IGO7 and December first of any calendar year, a written election that
1608 any injury in the commonwealth during the ensuing calendar
1609 year caused by the ownership, maintenance or use of a motor
1610 vehicle by one who is a tort liability insured under one of its
1611 policy contracts with an out-of-state named insured or upon
1612 an out-of-state vehicle temporarily in the commonwealth shall
1613 be subject to the basic protection system.
1614
When an election filed under para(b) Effect of election.
1615 graph (a) of this section applies to an injury, the insurer and
1616 its insureds with respect to that injury have all the rights and
1617 advantages provided under this chapter and under sections
1618 thirty-four dash one point one to thirty-four dash five point
1619 one, inclusive, of chapter ninety for basic protection insurers
1620 and insureds, and claimants have all the rights and benefits of
1621 basic protection claimants, including the right to receive bene1622 fits from the electing insurer as if it were an insurer of basic
1623 protection insurance applicable to the injury with limits not
1624 in excess of the lower of (i) the limits of the tort liability cov1625 erage of the applicable policy and (ii) the standard limits
1626

1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640

1641
1642
1643
1644
1G45

stated in paragraph ( e ) of section one hundred and thirteen
dash two point three.
The commissioner of insurance is au(c) Regulations.
thorized to promulgate and from time to time amend reasonable regulations to provide effective administration of the
provisions of this section in accordance with their purpose.
Section 113 13.1. Cancellation of basic protection policies;

refusal to insure.

(a) Notice of cancellation; or refusal to insure; complaint.
Any person aggrieved by the issue by any company, or an
agent thereof on its behalf, of a written notice purporting to
cancel a policy of basic protection insurance, as defined in
paragraph (6) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
point one, except a notice of cancellation for non-payment of
premium on such policy insuring a motor vehicle registered as
a taxicab or for public livery use, or by the refusal of any
company, or an agent thereof on its behalf, to issue such a
policy, may, at any time prior to the intended effective date
of cancellation expressed in such notice, or within ten days
after such a refusal, file a written complaint with the com—
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1646 missioner, unless he has secured a certificate, as defined in
1647 paragraph (a) of section thirty-four dash two point two of
1648 chapter ninety, from another company. The complaint shall
1649

1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
166(

1667
1668
1669
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686

be in such form and contain such information, including the
address of the complainant, as the commissioner may prescribe. The complaint, if it relates to the issue of a notice of
cancellation, shall specify the registration number of the motor
vehicle covered by the policy and the said intended effective
date of cancellation or, if it relates to a refusal as aforesaid,
the date thereof. The board of appeal on motor vehicle basic
protection insurance policies, hereinafter called the board,
may allow such complaint to be amended.
( b ) Hearing.
The commissioner shall cause the other
members of the board to be notified of the complaint and
written notice to be given to the parties of the time and place
of the hearing thereon, which time shall be not less than five
days from the filing of the complaint, unless the parties agree
in -writing that the hearing may be held sooner.
(c) Continuing effect of policies.
If the complaint relates
to the cancellation of such a policy, the filing of the complaint
shall operate to continue the policy in full force and effect, but
not beyond its date of expiration in any case, pending the finding and order of the board, and pending the decree of the superior court or a justice thereof if an appeal from such finding and order is taken as hereinafter provided; and the commissioner shall cause a copy of such complaint, attested in
such manner as he may prescribe, forthwith to be sent to the
registrar of motor vehicles or his office and to the company.
(d) Issues; findings and orders of board.
A complaint may
allege that a cancellation is invalid, or improper and unreasonable, or both, or that a refusal to issue such a policy is improper and unreasonable. The board shall after due hearing
forthwith make a finding in respect to the issue or issues
raised by the complaint, and it may also, in any case, make
a finding as to whether or not the complainant is a proper and
suitable person to whom to issue such a policy. The board
shall in all cases enter, in such form as it may prescribe, an
appropriate order. If the board finds in favor of the company
in the case of such a cancellation, the order shall, unless the
policy has expired, affirm the cancellation and specify the
date, which shall be ten days from the date of the filing of a
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1687 memorandum of the finding and order in the office of the corn1688 missioner as hereinafter provided, on which the cancellation
1689 shall be effective; or if the complaint is withdrawn on or sub1690 sequent to the cancellation date shown in the insurance com1691 pany cancellation notice, the order shall dismiss the said corn1692 plaint and specify the effective date of cancellation, which
1693 shall be ten days from the date of the filing of the memoran1694 dum of the finding and order in the office of the commissioner
1695 of insurance; but, if the policy will expire on or before the
1696 termination of a period of ten days from said date of filing,
1697 the order shall specify a date prior to such expiration, or the
1698 board may dispense with such a specification.
1699 ( e) Memoranda of findings and orders.
The commissioner,
1700 as soon as may be after the rendition thereof, shall cause a
1701 written memorandum of all findings and the orders entered
1702 thereon signed by the assenting members of the board to be
1703 filed in his office as a public record, and he shall on the date
1704 of said filing cause a copv of the finding and order, duly at1705 tested by the board or a n:
ier or the secretary thereof, with
1706 the date of said filing endorsed thereon to be sent to each of
1707 the parties and, if the finding and order relates to the ce
1708 collation of such a policy, to the registrar of motor v
1709

or

his offi

1710 (/) Appeal to superior court.
Any person or company
1711 aggrieved bv any finding or order of the board, other than a
1712 finding that the complainant is or is not a suitable and proper
1713 person to whom to issue such a policv, mav, within t
1714 after the filing of the memorandum thereof in the office of
1715 commissioner, unless the policv has expired <

1716

prior to

the expiration of said period, and

any person

or corn-

1717 pany aggrieved by any finding of the board that a complainant
1718 is or is not a suitable and proper person as aforesaid may, in
1719
1

17

1/

17

m

172:

172

the

complaint

1725 the appeal is taken from a finding and order of the board in
1726 respect to a cancellation, the
he clc
clerk of the court shall forthwith
1727 upon the filing of such an appeal, give written notice of the
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1728 filing thereof to said registrar and to the appellee. The court
or justice shall, after such notice to the parties as it or he
deems reasonable, give a summary hearing on such appeal
and shall have jurisdiction in equity to review all questions of
fact and law, and to affirm or reverse such finding or order
1733 and may make any appropriate decree. The court or justice
1734 may allow such complaint, finding or order to be amended
1735 The decision of the court or justice shall be final. If the court
1736 or justice finds in favor of the company in the case of such a
1737 ancellation, the decree shall, unless the policy has expired,
1738 affirm the cancellation and specify a date not earlier than
1739 five days from the entry thereof, on which the cancellation
1740 shall become effective; but, if the policy will expire on or be1741 fore the termination of a period of five days from such entry,
1742 the decree shall specify a date prior to such expiration, or the
1743 court or justice may dispense with such a specification. The
1744 clerk shall, within two days after the entry thereof, send an
1745 attested copy of the decree to each of the parties and the com1746 missioner and, in the case of a decree rendered upon an appeal
1747 in respect to the cancellation of such a policy, to said registrar,
1748 or his office. The court or justice may make such order as to
1749 costs as it or he deems equitable. The superior court may
1750 make reasonable rules to secure prompt hearings on such ap1751 peals and a speedy disposition thereof.
1752
(g) Notice.
The attested copy of a complaint, a finding
1753 and order of the board or a decree of the superior court, or a
1754 justice thereof, may be sent to the complainant, to the com1755 pany and to said registrar by registered mail, postage pre
1756 paid, and any notice required by this section may be sent by
1757 mail, postage prepaid, addressed, in the case of the com
1758 plainant, to his address specified in the complaint and, in
1759 the case
case of the company,
to its last home office address apcompany, to
1760 pearing on the records of the commissioner, or, in the case of
1761 a company of a foreign count ry, to its resident manager in the
1762 United States, at the last ac dress appearing on said records,
1763 or to such other person as r ray previously have been desig1764 nated by the company by a written notice filed in the office
1765 of the commissioner.
no:
1766
(h) Failure to comply with order or decree; penalty. ■ If a
1767 company, within ten days after receipt of an attested copy of
1768 a finding and order of the board in favor of the complainant
1729
1730
1731
1732

—
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1769 in case of a refusal to issue such a policy, if no appeal there1770 from has been taken as hereinbefore provided, or, if such an

1771 appeal has been taken, within five days after the entry of a
decree of the superior court, or a justice thereof, affirming
such a finding and order, fails to comply with said order or
decree, or, if a company after receipt of an attested copy of a
finding and order of the board in favor of the complainant in
1776 case of a cancellation of such a policy, if no appeal therefrom
1777 has been taken as hereinbefore provided, or, if such an appeal
1778 has been taken, after the entry of a decree of the superior
1779 court, or a justice thereof, affirming such a finding and order,
1780 refuses to abide by such order or decree, the commissioner,
1781 after such inquiry as he may deem expedient, shall, in the
1772
1773
1774
1775

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799

1800
1801
1802
ISC
1804

1805
1806

1807
1808
1809

case of a foreign company, revoke or suspend the license issued to it under section one hundred and fifty-one and the
licenses issued to all of its agents under section one hundred
and sixty-three, as provided in and subject to all the provisions of section five, until it shall comply with such order
or decree and, in case of a domestic company, he shall apply
to the supreme judicial court for an injunction, and such court
shall have jurisdiction to restrain such company from the
further transaction of its business until it shall comply with
such order or dc
Any person aggrieved
i) Applicability to cancellt ions.
by the cancellation of such a policy may file a written complaint with the commissioner within ten days thereafter, unless he has secured a certificat >, as defined in paragraph (a) of
'ction thirty-four dash two t int two of chapter ninety, from
another company. Such con plaint, and all proceedings, findon
ings and orders thereon, ar
Is therefrom and dc
such appeals shall, except as hereinafter provided, be subject
to all the foregoing provisio is of this section which are apved by the issue of a noth
plicable in case ba person is a
llation. Th
f such a complaint shall not
The commissioner
affect the operatic
shall not transmit an attest
;opy of such a complaint to
the registrar of motor vehic.
vehicle
If the board finds in favor of
daint, the order shall, unless
the complainant on such a
ffect the reinstatement of the
the policy will sooner expin
nolicv
be
sneer
on a
a date
date to
be
policy on
specified
in such order which shall not
to
be earlier than the date on which the written memorandum
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1810 of the finding and order is filed in the office of the commis1811 sioner, and the policy shall again be in full force and effect
1812 from the date so specified, but not beyond its date of expira-1813 tion in any case, pending the decree of the superior court or
1814 a justice thereof if the company takes an appeal from such a
1815 finding and order. Such a decree reversing a finding and
1816 order of the board in favor of the company on such a com1817 plaint shall order that the policy be reinstated, and such a
1818 decree reversing a finding and order in favor of the com1819 plainant shall order that the policy be cancelled; and such a.
1820 decree of reinstatement or cancellation shall, unless the policjl
1821 has expired or will sooner expire, specify a date not earlier
1822 than five days from the entry thereof, upon which the rein1823 statement or cancellation shall be effective,
1824
O') Concurrent jurisdiction of municipal court of the city of
1825 Boston.
The municipal court of the city of Boston, and tl
1826 justices thereof, shall have original jurisdiction, concurrently
1827 with the superior court, and the justices thereof, of all pr
1828 ceedings under this section relating to appeals fr
1829 of the board of appeal on motor vehicle basic protection in1830 surance policies, and for such purpose the municips
1831 the city of Boston shall have the same power and authority
irt; provided, hoyvever, that in
1832 the superior court;
ir case of any
1833 appeal by the insurance company from the finding or order
1834 of the board to the municipal court of the chw of I
i

1850

by

it shall, if said

policy

is

full force and effect

on

Noveir
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1851 ber tenth, give written notice of its said intent on or before
1852 November fifteenth as hereinafter provided. Such notice
1853 shall, except as hereinafter provided, be sent either to said
1854 insured or to the insurance agent of the company or the hi1855 surance broker who negotii ded the issue of the policy. If
1856 the certificate, as defined ir paragraph ( a) of section thirty1857 four dash two point two of chapter ninety, in respect to such
1858 policy was executed by or on behalf of an insurance agent of
1859 the company, such notice shall be sent to the said insurance
1860 agent. If when said notice is to be sent any such insurance
1861 agent is not then so licensed, the company shall send such
1862 notice to the said insured. Such notice shall be in a form
1863 satisfactory to the commissioner and shall include the fol1864 lowing statement: “This notice shall not be deemed a refusal
1865 under section one hundred and thirteen dash thirteen point
1866 one of chapter one hundred and seventy-five of the General
1867 Laws of the commonwealth of Massachusetts to issue a motor
1868 vehicle basic protection insurance policy.”.
1869
(6) Notification by agent or broker of company's intent.
1870 Every such insurance agent or broker receiving such a notice
1871 from a company shall, on or before December first, send a
1872 copy of such notice to the insured, unless another company
1873 has executed a certificate, as defined in said section thirty1874 four dash two point two of chapter ninety, evidencing the
1875 issue of a policy for the ensuing year covering the motor ve1876 hicle or vehicles specified in the existing policy.
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

(c) Consequence of failure to notify
(1) Revocation of license. —lf the commissioner is satisfied that an insurance agent or broker has failed to send a
copy of the notice as hereinbefore provided he may revoke
any license issued to such agent or broker under section one
hundred and sixty-three and section one hundred and sixtysix.

(2) Issuance of renewal policy.
Any company failing to
send a notice as hereinbefore provided shall upon the request
of such insured issue a new policy covering said insured and
the same motor vehicle or vehicles for the ensuing year, subject, however, to the right of such company to cancel such
policy in accordance with its terms; except that a company
1890 may, subject to section one hundred and thirteen dash thir1891 teen point one, refuse to issue such a new policy, if the facts
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1892 upon which such refusal is based were not known by such com1893 pany prior to October fifteenth of the then current year or
1894 may refuse to do so if, after the issue by the company of a
1895 written notice of cancellation of such existing policy, the
189 board of appeal on motor vehicle basic protection insurance
1897 policies, subsequent to said October fifteenth, has found in
1898 favor of the company upon a complaint filed under said sec1899 tion one hundred and thirteen dash thirteen point one.
1900
(d) Application for new policy; refusal to issue.
The giv1901 ing of a notice under this section shall not preclude an applica1902 tion, by the person named as the insured in the existing policy,'
1903 for such a policy for the ensuing year, and, if the company
1904 does not within seven days after such an application issue
1905 such a policy, the applicant may file a complaint as provided
1906 in and subject to said section one hundred and thirteen dash
1907 thirteen point one.
1908
(e) Effect of section.
Nothing in this section shall be con1909 strued to affect any of the provisions of said section one hun1910 dred and thirteen dash thirteen point one.
1911
Section 113-13.4. Provisions applicable to other forms of
1912 security.
The provisions of sections one hundred and thir1913 teen dash thirteen point one and one hundred and thirteen
1914 dash thirteen point three shall be applicable, when appropri1915 ate, in connection with proof of security approved by the
1916 commissioner of insurance under paragraph (6) of section
1917 thirty-four dash two point two of chapter ninety.
1918
Section 113 -14-1 Non-issuance of insurance policies on
1919 account of race or color; penalty. —No insurance company,
1920 and no officer or agent thereof on its behalf, shall refuse to
1921 issue motor vehicle basic or added protection insurance, as
1922 defined in paragraph (6) of section one hundred and thirteen
1923 dash one point one, or a motor vehicle liability policy, as de1924 fined in section one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen
1925 point one, because of the race or color of the applicant therefor.
1926
Whoever violates any provision of this section shall be
1927 punished by a fine of five hundred dollars.
1928
Section 113-16.1. Conflicts of interest prohibited. —No
1929 officer, director or employee of a domestic company formed
1930 under section forty-eight A after November first, nineteen
1931 hundred and thirty-nine which obtains a certificate under
•
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section thirty-two and commences to issue motor vehicle
or act as insurance agent of such company, or be an officer, director, stockholder or employee of, or be directly or indirectly financially
interested in, or directly or indirectly receive any financial
benefit from, any insurance agency of such company or any
concern, except a bank or trust company under the supervision of the commissioner of banks or a national banking association, whose business includes the financing of payment
of premiums on such policies or bonds issued or executed by
such company; provided, that nothing herein shall prohibit
an insurance agent of any such company from financing the
payment of premiums on any such policy or bond issued or
executed by such company, or prevent any such company
from carrying on the business authorized by section one hundred and ninety-three B or prohibit any officer, director or
employee of such company from participating in the carrying
on of such business by such company in accordance with said

basic protection insurance policies shall be

1950 section.

1951
-1952
-1953
-1954
-1955
1956

Section 113-16.1. Severability.
The general court dedares its intent that if any part or parts of sections one hundred and thirteen dash one point one to one hundred and thirteen dash fifteen point one, inclusive, be held unconstitutional, such part or parts be treated as severable from and
not affecting the validity of the remainder of those sections.

1957

MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE.

1958 Section 113 17.1. Definitions.
The following words, as
1959 used in sections one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen
1960 point one to one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen point
1961 two, inclusive, shall have the following meanings;
1962 "Motor vehicle”, shall have the meaning prescribed by
1963 paragraph (a) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
1964 point one.
1965 "Motor vehicle liability policy”, a policy of liability insur-1966 ance which provides indemnity for or protection to the in-1967 sured and any person responsible for the operation of the
1968 insured’s motor vehicle with his express or implied consent
1969 against loss by reason of the liability to pay damages to others
1970 for bodily injuries, including death at any time resulting
-
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1971 therefrom, or consequential damages consisting of expenses
1972 incurred by a husband, wife, parent or guardian for medical
1973 nursing, hospital or surgical services, or for damage to prop1974 erty, or for indemnity, in connection with or on account of
1975 such bodily injuries or death or damage to property or 1
1976 reason of the liability for contribution as a joint tortfeasor
1977 in connection with or on account of such bodily injuries or
1978 damage to property, sustained during the term of said policy
1979 by any person, other than any employee of the owner or regis1980 trant of such vehicle or of such other person responsible a;
1981 aforesaid who is entitled to payments or benefits under the
1982 provisions of chapter one hundred and fifty-two, and arising
1983 ut of the ownership, operation, maintenance, control or use
1984 of such motor vehicle, other than by an employee of the fed1985 era! government while acting within the scope of his office or
1986 employment and covered by the provisions of section 2679 of
1987 Title 28, United States Code, to the amount or limit of at
1988 least five thousand dollars on account of injury to or death
1989 of any one person, and subject to such limits as respects in1990 jury to or death of one person, of at least ten thousand dollars
1991 on account of any one accident resulting in injury to or death
1892 of more than one person, and to the amount or limit of at
1993 least one thousand dollars on account of damage to property,
1994 or a binder as defined in section one hundred and thirteen dash
1995
venteen point two providing indemnity or protection as
1996 aforesaid pending the issue of such a poiic
1997 Section 113-17.2. No motor vehicle liability policy a;
1998 defined in section one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen
1999 point one shall be issued or delivered in the commonwealth
2GOO until a copy of the form of the policy has been on file with the
2001 commissioner for at least thirty days, unless before the ex
2002 piration of said period the commissioner shall have approved
2003 he form of the policy in writing, nor if the commissioner
2004 notifies the company in writing that in his opinion the form
2005 of said policy does not comply with the laws of the common2006 wealth, specifying his reasons therefor, provided that he shall
2007 notify the company in writing within said period of his ap2008 proval
isapproval thereof; and provided, further, that
2009 uch action of the commissioner shall be subject to review by
2010 the supreme judicial court; nor if it contains any exceptions
2011 or exclusions as to specified accidents or injuries or causes
}

c
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2012 thereof; nor unless it contains in substance the following
2013 provisions:
(1) That the policy be subject to the provisions of sections
2014
2015 one hundred and twelve a 1 one hundred and thirteen, as
2016 respects both the owner of £ notor vehicle insured thereunder
2017 and any person responsible for its operation with the expresi
2018 or implied consent of such ( wner.
(2) That, except as c
2019
wise provided in provision (3),
2020 no cancellation of the polic; whether by the company or by
.2021 the insured, shall be valid mless written notice thereof is
'2022 given by the party proposing cancellation to the other part
2023 giving the specific reason or reasons for such cancellation, at
2024 least twenty days in each case prior to the intended effective
2025 ate thereof, which date shall be expressed in said notice, and
2026 that notice of cancellation sent by the company to the in
2027 lured, by registered mail, postage prepaid, with a return r
2028 ceipt of the addressee requested, addressed to him at hi
2029 ■esidence or business address stated in the policy shall be a
2030 lufficient notice, and that an affidavit of any officer, agent
2031 employee of the company, duly authorized for the piirposi
2032 that he has so sent such notice addressed as aforesaid shall be
2033 prima facie evidence of the sending thereof as aforesaid; to2034 gether with a provision that, in the event of a cancellation by
2035 the insured, he shall, if he has paid the premium on the policy
2036 to the company or to its agent who issued the policy, or to the
2037 duly licensed insurance broker, if any, by whom the policy
2038 was negotiated, be entitled to receive a return premium after
2039 deducting the customary monthly short rates for the tin
2040 the policy shall have been in force, or in the event of cancella2041 tion by the company, the insured shall, if he has paid the
2042 premium
bo eientitled to receive a return premium
premium as aforesaid, be
2043 calculated on a pro rata ba
(31 That
2044
That the policy
shall terminate upon a sale or transfer
policy shall
2045 by the owner thereof of the motor vehicle covered thereby, or
1046 upon his surrender to the registrar of motor vehicles of the
2047 registration plates issued to him by said registrar under chap2048 ter ninety with a written statement, in such form as the said
2049 registrar may require, that they are surrendered to cancel the
2050 registration of such motor vehicle and the policy, and that
2051 upon a termination of the policy as aforesaid, the insured
2052 shall, if he has paid the premium on the policy as provided in

52
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2053 provision (2), be entitled to receive a return premium comcancellation of the policy by the inputed as in the case of a cance
2054 puted
2055 sured under said provision (2).
company shall
2056
sh
(4) That if the company
cease for any reason to be
2057 authorized to transact business in the commonwealth the
2058 insured shall, if he has paid the premium as aforesaid, be en2059 titled to a return premium calculated on a pro rata basis as
2060 of the effective date of the cancellation.
2061
(5) That the policy, the written application therefor, if
2062 any, and any rider or endorsement, which shall not conflict
2063 with the provisions of this chapter, shall constitute the en2064 tire contract between the parties
2065
(6) That no statement made by the insured or on his be2066 half, either in securing the policy or in securing registration of
2067 the motor vehicle covered thereby, no violation of the terms
2068 of the policy and no act or default of the insured, either prioi
2069 or subsequent to the issue of the policy, shall operate to de
2070 feat or avoid the policy so as to bar recovery within the limit
2071 provided in the policy by a judgment creditor proceeding
2072 under the provisions of said section one hundred and thir2073 teen and clause (10) of section three of chapter two hundred
2074 and fourteen.

2075
(7) That if, because of the insolvency or bankruptcy of
2076 the insured under the policy, he loses his right to possession
2077 of the motor vehicle covered thereby within the policy period,
2078 the policy shall cover the legal representative of his estate
2079 during the unexpired portion of such period to the same ex2080 tent as though such representative were named as insured in
2081 the policy; and that in the case of the death of the insured,
2082 provided the motor vehicle is properly registered, the policy
2083 unless cancelled, shall, pending the appointment of a legal
2084 representative of the estate of the deceased insured, but in
2085 no event beyond the date of expiration of the policy, cover
2086 any person who is related by blood or marriage to the de2087 ceased and has proper temporary custody of such motor ve2088 hide, to the same extent as though he were named as the in2089 sured in the policy; and that, if such legal representative is
2090 appointed, the policy shall, subject to the above conditions
2091 and restrictions, cover such legal representative to the same
2092 extent as though he were named as the insured in the policy.
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Nothing herein contained shall operate to nullify any cancellation commenced prior to the death of the insured.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, a policy covering a registered motor vehicle which is being transferred as
provided in section two of chapter ninety shall continue in
force and cover a newly acquired motor vehicle or trailer for
a period beginning from the date of transfer of the registered
motor vehicle or trailer until five o’clock post meridiem of the
second registry business day following the date of transfer
within the same calendar year; provided, that the number
plates issued upon registration of the transferred motor vehicle are attached to the newly acquired vehicle.
Any such motor vehicle liability policy shall be deemed to
contain any such provision in substance when in the opinion
of the commissioner the provision is stated in terms more
favorable to the insured or to a judgment creditor than herein
set forth, and such policy may contain such other provisions
not inconsistent with this chapter as may be approved by the
commissioner.
Motor vehicle liability policies may be issued covering
more than one motor vehicle.
Any company authorized to issue motor vehicle liability
policies, as defined in section one hundred and thirteen dash
seventeen point one, may, pending the issue of such a policy,
execute an agreement to be known as a binder, which shall
during such time provide indemnity or protection in like
manner and to the same extent as such a policy. The provisions of this section shall apply to such binders, except that
provisions numbered (1) to (7), inclusive, need not be expressly stated therein but may be incorporated by reference
in a manner approved by the commissioner.
Section 113-18.1. The registration and the operation of
motor vehicles in the commonwealth are subject to the provisions of sections thirty-four dash two point one to thirtyfour dash three point one, inclusive, of chapter ninety.

Section 3. Section 6of chapter 175 of the General Laws,
as most recently amended by section 1 of chapter 242 of the
3 acts of 1949, is hereby amended by striking out the third para4 graph and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
1

9
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The appointment of a permanent receiver or receivers under
this section shall terminate the liability of the company under
7 all of its policies or contracts in force on the date of said ap8 pointment in respect to claims arising after thirty days from
9 said date; provided, that its liability under any policy of motor
10 vehicle basic protection insurance, as defined in paragraph (6)
11 of section one hundred and thirteen dash one point one, which
12 is in force on said date, shall terminate on the effective date
13 of the new certificate or other proof of security, if any, filed
14 under section thirty-four dash two point one of chapter ninety
15 or, if no certificate or other proof of security is filed as afore
16 said, on the effective date of the revocation under section
17 thirty-four dash four point one of chapter ninety of the regis18 tration of the motor vehicle covered by such policy. The in
19 sured under any policy, other than a motor vehicle basic pro-20 tection insurance policy, which is in force on the thirtieth day
21 following the date of the appointment of such receiver or
22 ceivers and which by its terms provides for a cancellation thereof
23 either by the insured or the company shall be entitled, subject
24 to the provisions of section forty-six, to a return premium cal25 culated on a pro rata basis as of the thirtieth day following the
26 date of said appointment, if he has paid the premium thereon
27 to the company, or its terms provides for a cancellation thereof
28 either by the insured or the company shall be entitled, subject
29 to the provisions of section forty-six, to a return premium cal-30 culated on a pro rata basis as of the thirtieth day following the
31 date of said appointment, if he has paid the premium thereon
2 to the company, or its agent who issued the policy or to the
,uly licensed insurance broker, if any, through whom the
34 policy -was negotiated; and the insured under a motor vehicle
35 basic protection insurance policy shall be entitled, subject to
16 said section forty-six, if he has paid the premium thereon as
17 aforesaid, to a return premium calculated on a pro rata basis
38 as of the effective date of the new certificate or other proof of
39 security, if any, filed by him under said section thirty-four
40 dash two point one, or, if no certificate or other proof of security
41 is filed as aforesaid, as of the effective date of the revocation
42 under said section thirty-four dash four point one of the regis1-3 tration of the motor vehicle covered by such policy. Nothing
14 in this section shall be construed in any case to continue any
45 policy or contract in force beyond its date of expiration, or to

5

6
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46 prohibit a cancellation thereof by the insured or by the re47 ceiver or receivers in accordance with law and its terms during
48 the said period of thirty days or prior to the filing of a new
49 certificate or other proof of security or the revocation of the
50 registration as aforesaid, or to affect the liability of the holder
51 of a policy or contract to pay to the receiver or i
52 full amount of the premium due on any policy or
53 the liability of a member of a mutual company, other than a
54 life company, to pay the full amount of any valid 'assessment
5o

in

1 Section 4. Section 22 of said chapter 175, as most recently
2 amended by chapter 339 of the acts of 1960, is hereby amended
3 by striking out the first paragraph and inserting in place thereof
4 the following paragraph:
5
No company and no officer or agent thereof shall make, issu
ire ener
6 or deliver any policy of insurance or any annuity or pure
7 dowment contract containing any condition, stipulation or
8 agreement depriving the courts of the commonwealth of juri
9 diction of actions against it; limiting the time for commencing
10 actions against it to a period of less than two years from the
11 time when the cause of action accrues, except as provided in

12 section one hundred and thirteen dash three point six; makin
tn
13 any person appointed and licensed as its agent the agent
t f
pol
14 applicant or insured or holder of the
15 purpose; providing that no person shall be deemed an agent
16 of the company unless authorized by the company in writing
17 or providing that any suchi policy or contract made in the com18 monwealth on lives, property or interests therein shall be gov19 erned bv the laws of any state or country other than this com20 monwealth. Any such condition, stipulation or agreement shall
21 be voi
Section 5. Section 108 of said chapter 175, as most re1
2 cently amended by chapter 386 of the acts ol 1966, is hereby
3 amended by striking out the first paragraph of clause 8 and
4 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph
5
8. Nothing in this section shall apply to or affect any policy
6 of workmen’s compensation insurance or any policy of liability

7 insurance with or without

supplementary expense coverage
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therein; or any policy or contract of basic or added protection
insurance; or any policy or contract of reinsurance; or any
blanket or group policy of insurance; or life insurance, endowment or annuity contracts, or contracts supplemental thereto
which contain only such provisions relating to accident and
sickness insurance as provide additional benefits in case of
death or dismemberment or loss of sight by accident, or as
operate to safeguard such contracts against lapse, or to give
a special surrender value or special benefit or an annuity in
the event that the insured or annuitant shall become totally
and permanently disabled, as defined by the contract or supplemental contract
Section 6. Section 111 of said chapter 175, as most recently amended by section 1 of chapter 438 of the acts of 1959,
is hereby amended by strik ng ouf clause (2) of the first sentence and inserting in plac thereof the following clause:
(2), in the case of a motor
hide liability policy as defined in
section one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen point one,
disability benefits on account of injury and death benefits to
dependents, beneficiaries or personal representatives on account of death resulting from the ownership, maintenance or
use of motor vehicles.

IC
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1
Section 7. Section 112 of said chapter 175 is hereby
2 amended by striking out the first sentence and inserting in

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
-13

The liability of any
place thereof the following sentence:
company under a motor vehicle liability policy, as defined in
section one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen point one, or
under any other policy insuring against liability for loss or
damage on account of bodily injury or death, or for loss or
damage resulting therefron or on account of damage to property, shall become absolut whenever the loss or damage for
which the insured is responsible occurs, and the satisfaction by
the insured of a final judgment for such loss or damage shall
not be a condition precedent to the right or duty of the company to make payment on account of said loss or damage.

Section 168 of said chapter 175, as most reamended by section 1 of chapter 413 of the acts of 1961
3 is hereby amended by striking out the first sentence and in
1

Section 8.

-2 cently
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The com4 sorting in place thereof the following sentence:
-5 mission er may, upon the payment of the fee prescribed by sec-6 tion fourteen, issue to any suitable person of full age resident
7 in the commonwealth, a license to act as a special insurance
8 broker to negotiate, continue or renew contracts of insurance
9 against any of the hazards specified in any of the clauses of
10 section forty-seven excepting the fifteenth clause thereof, and
11 except accident and health, workmen’s compensation, motor
12 vehicle basic protection and life insurance on property or in-13 terests in this commonwealth in foreign companies not au-14 thorized to transact such business therein, upon the following
15 conditions: The applicant for the license shall file with the
16 commissioner a written application as prescribed by section one
17 hundred and sixty-six, which shall be executed on oath by the
18 applicant and kept on file by the commissioner.
1 Section 9. Section 182 of said chapter 175 is hereby fur2 ther amended by striking out section 182 and inserting in
3 place thereof the following section:
4
Section 182. No company, no officer or agent thereof and
5 no insurance broker shall pay or allow, or offer to pay or allow,

6 in connection with placing or negotiating any policy of insur-7 anee or any annuity or pure endowment contract or the con-8 tinuance or renewal thereof, any valuable consideration or in-9 ducement not specified in the policy or contract, or any special
10 favor or advantage in the dividends or other benefits to accrue
11 thereon; or shall give, sell or purchase, or offer to give, sell or
12 purchase anything of value whatsoever not specified in the
13 policy; or shall give, sell, negotiate, deliver, issue or authorize
14 to issue or offer to give, sell, negotiate, deliver, issue, or au-15 thorize to issue any policy of workmen’s compensation insur-16 ance, any motor vehicle liability policy or any motor vehicle
17 basic or added protection insurance policy at a rate exceeding
18 that fixed, established or approved by the commissioner; No
19 such company, officer, agent or broker shall at any time pay
20 or allow, or offer to pay or all )W, any rebate of any premium
21 paid or payable on any policy of insurance or any annuity or
22 pure endowment contract.
1
Section 10. Section 192 c said chapter 175, as most re2 cently amended by section 2 o chapter 375 of the acts of 1943,
3 is hereby amended by striking out the second sentence and in-
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4
5
-6
7
8

sorting in place thereof the following sentence: All such
provisions of law shall also apply to all forms of riders or endorsements, designed to be attached to motor vehicle liability
policies as defined in section one hundred and thirteen dash
seventeen point one, providing for additional coverage per9 mitted by section one hundred and eleven C

1
2
3
4
5

Section 11.
Laws, as

most

ion

recently

the acts of 1955, is

an

hereby

sentence of the first

paras;

8 hundred and thirteen dash
9
10
11
12
13

dred and seventv-five.

Th

ance other than joint rein
tion thirteen of this chaptei
to aircraft or against liat
maintenance or use of air

:ction

,

the folio win
ren
risks in this commonweal!
7 tection insurance as define

of chapter 175 A of the General
nded by section 8 of chapter 384 of
irnended by striking out the second
aph and inserting in place thereof
This chapter shall also apply to
i covered by basic or added proi in paragraph (5) of section one
one point one of chapter one hunchapter shall not apply to reinsururance to the extent stated in secinsurance against loss of or damage
lity arising out of the ownership,
aft

12. Section 8A of chapter 26 of the General Laws

2 as most recently amended by chapter 94 of the acts of 1947, is
3 hereby amended by striking out the first sentence and insert-4 ing in place thereof the following sentence:
There shall be

5
6
7
-8
9

a board of appeal on

motor vehicle basic protection insurance

policies serving in the division of insurance and consisting of
the commissioner of insurance or his representative, the registrar of motor vehicles or a representative, and an assistant
from time to time by the
attorney general to be
design
be designated

10 attorney

general.

1
Section 13. Section 4of chapter 40 of the General Laws is
2 hereby amended by striking out the fourth paragraph, as most
recently amended by chapter 307 of the acts of 1961, and in

in place thereof the following paragraph:
5
For the furnishing of transportation of school children
6 Contracts for such transportation may be made by the school
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committee for periods not exceeding three years; provided,

that no such contract, whether written or oral, shall be made
for the use for such transportation of a school bus, as defined
in section one of chapter ninety unless there shall first have
been filed with the registrar of motor vehicles and by copy
with the city or town clerk the certificate of any insurance
13 company authorized to write within the commonwealth motor
14 vehicle basic and added protection insurance, as defined in
15 paragraph (6) of section one hundred and thirteen dash one
16 point one of chapter one hundred and seventy-five, or evi17 dence of other proof of security for the payment of basic and
18 added protection benefits, as provided in section thirty-four
19 dash two point two of chapter ninety, that there is in force
20 such a policy or other security issued or provided as aforesaid,
21 covering such school bus, which provides not only basic pro-22 tection coverage as required by section thirty-four dash two
23 point one but also added protection benefits consistent with
24 the provisions of section one hundred and thirteen dash two
25 point five of chapter one hundred and seventy-five for addi-26 tional loss, as defined in paragraphs (i) and (j ) of section one
27 hundred and thirteen dash one point one of chapter one hun-28 dred and seventy-five, to the amount or limit of at least fifteen
29 thousand dollars on account of injury to or death of one person,
30 and subject to such limits as respects injury to or death of
31 one person, of at least two hundred thousand dollars on ac-32 count of any one accident resulting in injury to or death of
33 more than one person; and provided, further, that the ter-34 mination of such a policy or the withdrawal of such other proof
35 of security during the term of any such contract shall be a
36 breach thereof and forthwith terminate it.
1
Section 14. Chapter 90 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section IA, as most recently amended
3 by chapter 172 of the acts of 1955, and inserting in place
4 thereof the following section:

5
-6
7
-8
9

Section IA. No motor vehicle, as defined in section thirtyfour dash one point one, shall be registered under sections two
to five, inclusive, unless the application therefor is accompanied by proof of security as required by section thirty-four
dash two point one.
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Section 15. Section 3of said chapter 90, as most recently
amended by section 1 of chapter 144 of the acts of 1966, is
3 hereby amended by striking out the first and second para-4 graphs and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:

1

2

6
6

7
8
9
10
-11
12

-13
14

15
-16
-17

1
2

Subject to the provisions of section three A and thirty-four
dash two point three and except as otherwise provided in this
section and in section ten, a motor vehicle or trailer owned by
a non-resident who has complied with the laws relative to
motor vehicles and trailers, and the registration and operation
thereof, of the state or country of registration, may be operated on the ways of this commonwealth without registration
under this chapter, to the extent, as to length of time of operation and otherwise, that, as finally determined by the registrar,
the state or country of registration grants substantially similar
privileges in the case of motor vehicles and trailers duly registered under the laws and owned by residents of this commonwealth.

Section 16. Section 3G of said chapter 90, as most recently
amended by chapter 77 of the acts of 1952, is hereby amended

3 by striking out the first paragraph and inserting in place
4 thereof the following paragraph:
In an action at law against a non-resident for damage to
5
6 property or for the death of or bodily injury to any person re-7 suiting from an accident in this commonwealth alleged to have
8 been caused by a motor vehicle owned or operated by such
9 non-resident, the plaintiff may apply by motion in writing
10 filed in court for an order to show cause why the defendant
11 should not be required to furnish forthwith such security in
12 such amount as the court shall find reasonable under the cir13 cumstances, after summary hearing, to satisfy and final judg
14 ment that may be recovered in such action, not later than sixty
15 days after the entry of such judgment, to the amount or limit
16 of not more than ten thousand dollars on account of injury to
17 or death of any one person, and, subject to such limits as re18 spects injury to or death of one person, of not more than one
19 hundred thousand dollars on account of any one accident rc20 suiting in injury to or death of more than one person, or of not
21 more than one thousand dollars for damage to property. If
22 said motion is filed before the return day of the writ, the writ
23 shall be entered with the motion, and the court shall issue an
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order of notice to the defendant, to be served in like

manner
which shall be re-

as any process against such non-residents,
turnable within a reasonable time, and, if service of the writ
has not been made upon the defendant or upon the registrar
under section three A, the court shall issue a further order of
notice for such service. The court shall accept as sufficient
security satisfactory proof that any liability for damages resulting from such accident is insured or secured, to the amounts
or limits herein set forth, by an insurance company authorized
33 to do business in this commonwealth.
1
Section 17. Said chapter 90 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 9, as most recently amended by chapter 653
3 of the acts of 1968 and inserting in place thereof the following
4 section:
5 Section 9. No person shall operate, push, draw or tow any
6 motor vehicle or trailer, and the owner or custodian of such a
7 vehicle shall not permit the same to be operated, pushed,

8 drawn or towed upon or to remain upon any way except as
9 authorized by section three, unless such vehicle is registered
10 in accordance with this chapter and carries its register number
11 displayed as provided in section six, and, in the case of a motor
12 vehicle, is equipped as provided in section seven, except that a
13 tractor, trailer or truck may be operated without such regis-14 tration upon any way for a distance not exceeding one half
15 mile, if said tractor, trailer or truck is used exclusively for
16 agricultural purposes, or for a distance not exceeding three
17 hundred yards, if such tractor, trailer or truck is used for in-18 dustrial purposes other than agricultural purposes, for the pur-19 pose of going from property owned or occupied by the owner
20 of such tractor, trailer or truck to other property so owned or
21 occupied; and except that a new automobile being delivered
22 to a dealer by means of a tractor and trailer may be unloaded on
23 a public way and driven by the person so delivering or his
24 agents or servants without such registration to a dealer’s
25 premises over a public way for a distance not exceeding three
26 hundred feet, provided that the person so delivering, with re-27 spect to such new automobile, shall have filed with the regis-28 trar proof of security consistent with section thirty-four dash
29 two point two; and except that a motor vehicle designed for
30 the carrying of golf clubs and not more than four persons may
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31 be operated without such registration upon any way if such
32 motor vehicle is being used solely for the purpose of going from
33 one

part of the property of a golf course to another part of the

34 property of said golf course, provided that the owner of such
35
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motor vehicle shall have filed with the registrar proof of security
consistent with section thirty-four dash two point two; and
except that an earth-moving vehicle used exclusively for the
building, repair and maintenance of highways which exceeds
the dimensions or weight limits imposed by section nineteen
and the weight limits imposed by section thirty of chapter
eighty-five may be operated without such registration for a distance not exceeding three hundred yards on any way adjacent
to any highway or toll road being constructed, relocated or
improved under contract with the commonwealth or any agency
or political subdivision thereof or by a public instrumentality;
provided, that a permit authorizing the operation of such a
vehicle in excess of the stated weight or dimension limits has
been issued
the commissioner of public works or the board
or officer having charge of such way; and provided, further,
that such earth-moving vehicle shall be operated under such
permit only when directed by an officer authorized to direct
traffic at the location where such earth-moving vehicle is being
operated. The operation of such an earth-moving vehicle shall
conform to any terms or conditions set forth in such permit, and
any person to whom any such permit is issued shall provide
proof of security consistent with section thirty-four dash two
point two for his operation and shall furnish a certificate or
evidence of other proof of security conforming to the requirements of section thirty-four dash two point two with each such
application for a permit. Violation of this section shall not be
deemed to render the motor vehicle or trailer a nuisance or
any person a trespasser upon a way and shall not constitute a
defense to, or prevent a recovery in, an action of tort for injuries suffered by a person, or for the death of a person, or for
damage to property, unless such violation by the person injured
or killed or sustaining the damage was in fact a proximate cause
of such injury, death or damage, but violation of this section
shall be deemed evidence of negligence on the part of the
violator. A motor vehicle or trailer shall be deemed to be registered in accordance with this chapter notwithstanding any mis-
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take in so much of the description thereof contained in the
application for registration as relates to the type of such vehicle
or trailer or to the identifying number or numbers required by
the registrar or any mistake in the statement of residence of
the applicant contained in said application.

Section 18. Section 28 of said chapter 90, as most recently
amended by chapter 536 of the acts of 1950, is hereby amended
3 by striking out the first sentence and inserting in place thereof
Any person aggrieved by a ruling or
4 the following sentence:
registrar
may, within ten days thereafter, appeal
5 decision of the
6 from such ruling or decision to the board of appeal on motor
7 vehicle basic protection insurance policies created by section
8 eight A of chapter twenty-six, which board may, after a hear9 ing, order such ruling or decision to be affirmed, modified or
10 annulled; but no such appeal shall operate to stay any ruling
11 or decision of the registrar.
1

1
9

4

5
6
i

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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16
17
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19
20
21
99

Section 19. Said chapter 90 is hereby further amended by
striking out section 32E, as most recently amended by section 5
of chapter 222 of the acts of 1966, and inserting in place thereof
the following section:
Section 32E. Each lessee shall enter, or cause to be entered,
on the record required by section thirty-two D, his correct
name and address, in full, and shall not permit or suffer any
other person to operate such motor vehicle while it is so leased;
provided, that a lessee who makes known at the time of leasing
that he is unable, or does not intend, to operate such vehicle
personally and intends to have such vehicle operated for him
by another and who at such time also furnishes as to such
operator the information required by section thirty-two D,
may, with the consent of the lessor, permit such operator to
operate such vehicle during the time of the lease. Operation
of such vehicle by any person permitted or suffered by the
lessee to operate the same in violation of this section shall
nevertheless be deemed to be with the express or implied consent of the lessor for the purposes of sections one hundred and
thirteen dash seventeen point one and one hundred and thirteen dash seventeen point two of chapter one hundred and
seventv-five and shall not be deemed a conversion of the ve-
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hide so operated for the purposes of paragraphs (c) and (k) of
section one hundred and thirteen dash one point one of chapter one hundred and seventy-five unless such operation would
be deemed a conversion of the vehicle if performed by the
lessee.

Every lessor shall provide and maintain, during such time
as he engages in the business of leasing motor vehicles under
30 any system referred to in section thirty-two C a motor vehicle
31 liability policy or bond or deposit, which shall, except in the
32 case of vehicles leased for a term of more than thirty days, pro33 vide indemnity, protection or security for damage to property.

28

29

1
9

Section 20. Sections thirty-four Ato thirty-four K, inclusive, of said chapter ninety are hereby repealed.

Section 21. Said chapter 90 is hereby further amended by
1
2 inserting the following new sections and headin
3
Section 3/+-1.1. Definitions.
The words and phrases defined
hundred
and thirteen dash one point one
4
in section one
5 of chapter one hundred and seventy-five, as used in sections
6 thirty-four dash two point one to thirty-four dash six point
7 one, inclusive, shall have the meanings provided under said
8 section one hundred and thirteen dash one point one.
9 Section 34-2.1. Requirement for registration of motor reNo motor vehicle shall be registered in this state un10 hides.
11 less the application for registration is accompanied by proof of
12 security for the payment of basic protection benefits in accord'
13 ance with the terms of sections one hundred and thirteen dash
14 two point one to one hundred and thirteen dash two point
15 eleven, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and seventy-ffv
16 The owner of each motor vehicle registered in this state shall

17 maintain such security continuously throughout the registra-18 tion period. If security is terminated for any cause, the owner
19 shall surrender forthwith the registration certificate and num20 ber plates of the vehicle to the registrar of motor vehicles unles!
21 other security in compliance with this section has been placed
22 in effect.

23
Section 34 2.2. Proof of security
(a) Certificate of insurance.
Proof of security for the pay
24
25 ment of basic protection benefits may be provided, with re26 spect to any motor vehicle, by filing with the registrar of motor
-
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vehicles

a certificate of insurance evidencing the issuance, by
on
behalf
of an insurer duly authorized to transact business
or
in this state, of a policy including basic protection insurance,
consistent with the provisions of sections one hundred and
thirteen dash two point one to one hundred and thirteen dash
two point eleven, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and seventy-

five, applicable to injuries arising out of the ownership, main-

-34 tenance, or use of the vehicle.

35
-36
-37
38
-39
40

-41
42

43
44
45
-46
47

Proof of security for the pay(5) Other proof of security.
ment of basic protection benefits may be provided, with respect to any motor vehicle, by any other method approved by
the commissioner of insurance as affording security substantially equivalent to that afforded by a certificate of insurance.
A nonSection 34 3.3. Proof of security by non-residents.
resident owner of a motor vehicle not registered in this state
shall not operate or permit such vehicle to be operated in this
state for an aggregate of more than thirty days in any calendar
year unless he has on file with the registrar of motor vehicles
proof of security for payment of basic protection benefits in accordance with the terms of section thirty-four dash two point
two.
The registrar of motor veSection 34 2.4- Regulations.
hides may promulgate and from time to time amend reasonable
regulations to provide effective administration and enforcement of the provisions of sections thirty-four dash two point
one to thirty-four dash two point three, inclusive, in accordance with their purpose. The commissioner of insurance may
promulgate and from time to time amend reasonable regulations to provide effective administration of section thirty-four
dash two point tw o, relating to certificates of insurance and alternate forms of proof of security, in accordance with its pur~

48
-49
50
-51
52
-53
54
-55
56
-57
-58 pose.
Any
59 Section 34-3.1. Illegal operation of motor vehicle.
60 owner of a motor vehicle, for which proof of security is a pre-61 requisite to its legal operation upon the public highways of this
62 state, under either section thirty-four dash two point one or
63 section thirty-four dash two point three, who operates such
64 motor vehicle or permits it to be operated upon a public high-65 way in this state without having in full force and effect security
66 complying with the terms of section thirty-four dash two point
67 two is guilty of a misdemeanor. And any other person who
-
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operates such a motor vehicle upon a public highway in this
state with the knowledge that the owner does not have such
security in full force and effect is guilty of a misdemeanor. And
each person convicted of a misdemeanor under the terms of
this section may be fined not less than one hundred dollars or
more than one thousand dollars or may be imprisoned for not
more than one year or both.
Section 34 4-1 Revocation of registration of motor vehicle
upon notice of cancellation or withdrawal of security; notice to
owner; new certificate or other proof of security. —ln the event
that the registrar receives notice, in conformity with section
thirty-four dash two point one, from the owner of a motor
vehicle of the termination of security covering the same, he
shall revoke the registration of such motor vehicle on the
effective date of such termination as specified in such notice
unless not later than two days prior to such effective date other
security in compliance with section thirty-four dash two point
one has been placed in effect. The registrar shall, forthwith
upon receiving written notice in conformity with section one
hundred and thirteen dash thirteen point one of chapter one
hundred and seventy-five from an insurance company purporting to cancel such security issued by it, give written notice
to the owner of the motor vehicle covered by said security that
the registration thereof will be revoked as of the final effective
date of the cancellation as specified in the notice given by such
company in case the owner does not file a complaint under
section one hundred and thirteen dash thirteen point one of
said chapter one hundred and seventy-five that he is aggrieved
by the issue of such notice, or as specified in an order of the
board of appeal on motor vehicle basic protection insurance
policies affirming such cancellation under section one hundred
and thirteen dash thirteen point one of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five in case the owner does not claim an appeal
from such order, or as specified in a decree of the superior
court or a justice thereof affirming such cancellation on such
appeal, or as specified in such a decree ordering a cancellation
of such a policy after its reinstatement by said board of appeal, unless not later than two days prior to such effective
date as finallv specified the registrar shall have received a new
-
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107 certificate or other proof of security covering the same motor
108 vehicle.
109 The registrar shall forthwith upon receipt of notice of the
110 cessation of the authority of an insurance company to issue
111 motor vehicle basic protection insurance policies in the corn112 monwealth, upon the written request of the commissioner of
113 insurance, send written notice to every owner of a motor ve114 hide covered by a motor vehicle basic protection policy issued
115 by such a company that the registration thereof will be re116 voked unless within five days after the sending of said notice
117 he shall file with the registrar a new certificate or other proof
118 of security as required by section thirty-four dash two point
119 one; provided, that if the authority of such a company to
120 issue motor vehicle basic protection insurance policies in the
121 commonwealth ceases by reason of its merger or consolidation
122 with another company so authorized, and it is proved to the
123 satisfaction of the commissioner of insurance that the new or
124 continuing company has assumed all the obligations and 11125 abilities of such company under any and all such policies istrar will not be required
126 sued by it, such notice of th
ious to the date of merger
127 with respect to policies so issue
128 or consolidation.
129 Upon failure of the owner of a motor vehicle to file a new
of of
securitv as reouired bv this section
130 certificate or other proof
of sec
all
131 and section thirty-four dash t’
if
132 immediately revoke the registi
to the
lt\
133 a new certificate or other proo
134 final effective date of the canc
135 the withdrawal of other proof
136 cretion rescind such revocatior
T
137 The registrar shall, upon r<
r
order
of
said
boa
finding
138
and
139 the superior court or a justice
140 ment of a motor vehicle bas
141 forthwith rescind the revoca
142 motor vehicle covered thereby
143 Any notice required by this
144 trar shall be deemed sufficien
145 any person authorized by hii

c

y
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147 tion, and an affidavit of the registrar or such person that such
148 notice has been mailed as aforesaid shall be prima facie evi-

149 dence thereof.
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Section 34 5.1. Records and the furnishing of information.
The registrar shall b ;ep such records and books and
publish and distribute such forms and information as will
facilitate the operation of the six preceding sections, and shall,
upon the request of any per son, furnish (i) the name of the
insurance company issuing the basic protection insurance policy
provided as proof of security under paragraph (a) of section
thirty-four dash two point two or the evidence of other proof
of security provided under paragraph (b ) of section thirty-four
dash two point tw o or (ii) the name of any particular person
appearing on his records as registrant of any particular motor
-

r

161 vehicle.

Section 34 ~6.1. Severability.
The general court declares
or
part
parts
its intent that if any
of sections thirty-four dash
one point one to thirty-four dash five point one, inclusive, and
sections one hundred and thirteen dash four point one to one
hundred and thirteen dash four point four of chapter ninety,
inclusive, be held unconstitutional, such part or parts be treated
as severable from and not affecting the validity of the re-169 mainder of those sections.
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Section 22.

Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by striking out section 83A, as added by section 2 of
chapter 608 of the acts of 1961, and inserting in place thereof
the following sectio
Section 83A. The county commissioners of any county,
acting as trustees of a hospital established therein under section eighty-two may effect added protection insurance consistent with the provisions of section one hundred and thirteen
dash two point five of chapter one hundred and seventy-five
providing benefits for bodily injuries, including death at any
time resulting therefrom, caused by the operation of motor
vehicles, as defined in paragraph (a) of section one hundred
and thirteen dash point one of chapter one hundred and
seventy-five, owned by the institution to an amount not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars on account of the injury to or death of one person, or not exceeding three hundred
thousand dollars for any one accident. Such insurance may
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extend to officers and employees of such hospital the status of
an insured under such policy in relation to injuries arising out
of the ownership, maintenance, or use of motor vehicles owned
by the institution.
Insurance may also be effected providing indemnity for or
protection to the officers and employees of such hospital against
loss by reason of their liability to pay damages to others for
bodily injuries, including death at any time resulting therefrom, not covered by basic protection insurance, as required by
section thirty-four dash two point one of chapter ninety, to an
amount not exceeding the aforesaid limits for bodily injuries,
including death at any time resulting therefrom, or for damage
to property not exceeding one thousand dollars, caused by the
operation, within the scope of their official duties or employment, of motor vehicles, as defined in paragraph (a) of section
one hundred and thirteen dash one point one of chapter one
hundred and seventy-five, owned by the institution.

1 Section 23. Section 6of chapter 159 A of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by striking out the fourth sentence and in-3 sorting in place thereof the following sentence: —No security
4 other than as herein provided or as required by section four of

5 chapter forty or section thirty-four dash two point one of chap-6 ter ninety or both shall be required of any such licensee.
1
Section 24. Section 3of chapter 214 of the General Laws,
2 as most recently amended by chapter 387 of the acts of 1950,
3 is hereby amended by striking out clause (10) and inserting in
4 place thereof the following clause:
(10) Suits to reach and apply the obligation of an insurance
5
6 company to a judgment debtor under a motor vehicle liability

7 policy, as defined in section one hundred and thirteen dash
8 seventeen point one of chapter one hundred and seventy-five,
9 or under any other policy insuring a judgment debtor against
10 liability for loss or damage on account of bodily injury or death
11 or for loss or damage resulting therefrom, or on account of dam-12 age to property, in satisfaction of a judgment covered by such
13 policy, which has not been satisfied within thirty days after the
14 date when it was rendered.
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Section 25. Said section 3of said chapter 214 is hereby
further amended by adding thereto the following new clause:
(13) Suits for an equitable allocation of basic or added protection insurance benefits as provided under section one hundred and thirteen dash two point seven of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five.

Section 26. Section fifty-eight Aof chapter two
1
of the General Laws is hereby repealed
2 and

hundred

1
Section 27. Sections 858 and 85C of said chapter 231
2 the General Laws is hereby further amended by striking out
3 said sections 858 and 85C and inserting in place thereof the

4

14

sections
Section 858. In any action to recover the consequential
damages specified in section one hundred and thirteen dash
seventeen point one of chapter one hundred and seventy-five,
arising out of an accident or collision in which a motor vehide, as defined in said section one hundred and thirteen dash
seventeen point one, was involved, such motor vehicle if registered in the name of the defendant as owner at the time of such
accident or collision shall be presumed to have been then operated, maintained, controlled or used by and under the control of a person for whose conduct the defendant was legally

15
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31 five, was involved, it shall be presumed that at the time of such
32 accident or collision such vehicle was being operated, main33 tained, controlled or used with the express or implied consent
34 of the named person insured in such policy, and the absence of
35 such consent shall be an affirmative defense to be set up in the
36 answer and proved by the defendant
Section 28. Section 107 of said chapter 231 of the General
2 Laws, as most recently amended by chapter 275 of the acts
3 of 1965, is hereby amended by striking out the first sentence
No
4 and inserting in place thereof the following sentence:
or
one
5 bond or deposit under section one hundred and four
6 hundred and six shall be required of a county, city, town or
7 other municipal corporation, or of a board, officer or employee
8 thereof represented by the city solicitor, town counsel or other
9 officer having similar duties or of a party who has given bond
10 according to law to dissolve an attachment or of a defendant
11 in an action of tort arising out of the ownership, operation,
12 maintenance, control or use, of a motor vehicle or trailer as
13 defined in section one of chapter ninety if the payment of any
14 judgment for costs which may be entered against him is se-15 cured, in whole or in part, by a motor vehicle liability insur-16 ance policy; and the court may in any case, for cause shown,
17 after notice to adverse parties, order that no bond be given.

1

Section 29. Chapter 260 of the General Laws is hereby
1
2 amended by striking out section 2A, as added by section 2 of
3 chapter 274 of the acts of 1948, and inserting in place thereof
4 the following section:
5 Section 2A. Except as otherwise provided, actions of tort,
6 actions of contract to recover for personal injuries, except as

7 provided in section one hundred and thirteen dash three point
8 six of chapter one hundred and seventy-five, and actions of
9 replevin shall be commenced only within two years next after
10 the cause of action accrue
Section 30. Section 4of said chapter 260 of the General
2 Laws, as most recently amended by chapter 94 of the acts
3 of 1968, is hereby further amended by striking out the first

1
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4 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following para3 graph
6
Actions of contract or tort for malpractice, error or mistake
:

i

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
99

23
24
25
26

27
28

against physicians, surgeons, dentists, optometrists, hospitals
and sanitoria, shall be commenced only within three years
next after the cause of action accrues; actions for assault and
battery, false imprisonment, slander, libel, actions against
sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables or assignees in insolvency
for the taking or conversion of personal property, actions of
tort for injuries to the person against counties, cities and towns,
and action of contract or tort for malpractice, error or
against hairdressers, operators and shops registered under sections eighty-seven T to eighty-seven JJ, inclusive, of chapter
one hundred and twelve, actions of tort for bodily injuries or
for death or for damage to property against officers and employees of the commonwealth, of the metropolitan district
commission, and of any county, city or town, arising out of
the operation of motor or other vehicles owned by the commonwealth, including those under the control of said commission, or by any such county, city or town, and suits by judgment creditors in such actions of tort under section one hundred
and thirteen dash seventeen point two of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five and clause (10) of section three of chapter two
hundred and fourteen shall be commenced only within two
years next after the cause of action accrues.

Section 31. This act is to be known as the motor
1
2 basic protection insurance act.

vehicle

Section 32. The general court declares its intent that if
2 any part or parts of this act be held unconstitutional, such
3 part or parts be treated as severable from and not affecting
4 the validitv of the remainder of the act.
1

1
Section 33. This act shall take effect on January first,
2 nineteen hundred and seventy-one.

